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Crowd
welcomes
Goody's
store here
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
Staff Writer
More than 800 people came out
Thursday to greet Murray's newest
addition.
Crowds stretched for a few city
blocks yesterday morning awaiting
the opening of the new Goody's
Family Ciothing Store in Shoppes of
Murray shopping center.
Kayla Hurt and Katie Bogard
camped out early Thursday morning
to be the first in line to receive their
Goody's goody bag and charge into
the store.
"I love Goody's," Bogard said.
District Manager Jim Miller said
the store has gone a long way is a
short time."Two weeks ago, we had
four walls and 25,000 square feet of
empty space:" he told the staff and
community guests just before the
ribbon cutting ceremony.
Four new stores opened nationwide Thursday, including stores in
Greenville, Miss., Hiram, Ga.,
Hammond, La., and a relocation in
Greenville. S.C.
"We have had a great grand opening,- store manager Trina Kaufman
said. want to thank the people of
Murray."
Kaufman said she was excited at
the prospects that Goody's holds for
the future. "I've been greeted by a
wonderful team and a lot of excited
people." she said.
Chris Williams, new store developer, said he was excited at the
turnout for the Grand Opening.
"1 think it's fantastic," he said.
"Murray is a great town."
Mayor Freed Curd was also on
hand to cut the ribbon and open the
store.
Goody's Opening Celebration
continues on Saturday with Kids
Day. starting at 8 a.m.The event will
feature safety demonstrations, face
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Local students take
part in worldwide
robotics experiment

EDWARD SHERIDAN,Ledger & Times Photo

HIGH-WIRE ACT ... Calloway County Middle School student Jaimie Murdock
watches a Lego robotic vehicle Thursday following a computer link-up experiment with a robotics conference in Denmark.

Murray and Japan would both operate vehiBy EDWARD SHERIDAN
cles in Denmark as part of a joint exercise.
Staff Writer
Students were also originally supposed to
The word "telepresence" is not one that is
used in the everyday vocabulary. On use a control system known as "Red Rover,"
Thursday, however, four students from which is based on the same control system
Calloway County Middle School and Murray NASA used to control vehicles on its recent
Middle school, along with two local teachers, expedition to Mars. Due to time constraints in
a Murray State University professor and a Denmark. however, the program was not
crowd of onlookers in Copenhagen, used yesterday.
Lough said he was first intrigued by the
Denmark,took a major step in making "telepidea of telepresence after reading an article in
resence" a part of everyday life.
From a classroom on the second floor of the June 4, 2001, issue of Time magazine
MMS,Nick D'Angelo, David Adams,Jaimie titled -Forceps! Scalpel! Robot!" The article
Murdock from Calloway Middle, and describes the first robotic heart operation.
Michael Miao of Murray Middle, operated The surgeon performed the operation at a
the controls of a Lego vehicle in Denmark — control console away from the patient, using
small robotic arms to perform the surgery.
all through the use of Internet technology.
Lough said the operation opened signifiDr. Tom Lough, an associate professor at
MSU, was in Denmark conducting the cant doors in the area of performing various
demonstration at the 2001 World Conference tasks from a remote location.
Mike Epperson, an instructor at MMS
on Computers in Education.
While the objective of making a Lego who took part in Thursday's activities, said
vehicle move across a table may have seemed the next step of telepresence is going to be
simple, Lough said the international aspect of bringing it into the classroom.
"I don't know if everyone realizes how
what occurred was highly significant.
"As far as we know, this is the first time important this could be." Epperson said.
we've been able to demonstrate this on a "With it being part of our technology now.
worldwide basis," Lough said via telephone it's going to become part of our schools."
Epperson and Slaton said the opportunity
from Denmark following the demonstration.
"I hope that what we did (Thursday) will start could exist for more collaboration between
Murray and Calloway County schools using
a lot of wheels turning in people's minds."
According to Jeff Slaton, a teacher at the type of technology demonstrated
Calloway County High School who partici- Thursday. Remote sites at one school, for
pated in the demonstration, all the software example, could be controlled and monitored
used for the project can be purchased by any- by another.
"I'm so proud of both schools being
one off the shelf.
Laugh's class was broadcast to Murray via involved with it," said MMS Principal Steve
the NetMeeting program, and the Lego vehi- ICroeler. "The very idea of a global commucle in Denmark was constructed using mate- nity ... is very remarkable. This kind of colrials from -Lego Dacia. the toy company's laboration between the two teachers is really
unique."
educational division.
Both Slaton and Epperson said, however,
Thursday's demonstration was originally
intended to include a group of students from that since the technology is still not in wide
Toyama University in Japan. but the connec- use, certain barriers to using it will have to be
tion with the university was lost before it overcome. For example, proxy servers, which
could take part. The Japanese students were commonly block certain material on the
supposed to operate a Lego vehicle in the Internet from getting into the schools. will
classroom in Murray. Then,the students from •See Page 2
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Bluegrass concert
Water district
to benefit local
announces water
shutoff now Monday Playhouse theater
Special to the Ledger
The Dexter-Almo Water District will shut off its water on Monday.
Aug. 6. between 9 a.m.-1 p.m. It was originally scheduled to be shut off
Thursday, Aug. 2. The affected areas will be from U.S. 641 Water
Tower—North.
Any question, please call 753-9101.

Fire causes moderate damage
to future downtown restaurant
Report
Murray Ledger & Times

Staff

A fire behind the old Bright's
building on South Fifth Street
Thursday afternoon caused moderate damage to the building's exterior.
According to Murray Fire
Inspector Dickie Walls, the fire
apparently started after someone
tossed a cigarette into a pap of
debris behind the building, which is
currently being renovated to house
The Bull Pen Steaks and Spirits
restaurant.
Walls said the fire damaged some
stairs and a landing, as well as

slightly burning the exterior of the
back .wall of the building. The fire
also melted a gas meter on the building next door.
Four trucks and 13 firefighters
responded to the fire, which was
extinguished using a booster line,
along with fire extinguishers and
water hoses already on the scene.
Walls said it was fortunate that
someone noticed the fire shortly
after it began. "It flared up in about
15 minutes. If it had been later in the
evening, after everyone had gone
home,it would have been really bad.
It wasn't really extensive, but it
could have been."

money to fund programs for
Staff Report
Playhouse in the Park, which has
Murray Ledger & Times
Pickin', grinnin', cam' and hen- up-coming performances of one-act
plays, plus the West Kentucky
efitin'.
That's a portion of what's on tap Playwrights performance.
Bands scheduled to perform
Saturday. Aug. 4, during Playhouse
in the Park's Bluegrass in the Park include Ever Since Now, beginning
concert, which will run from noon-9 at noon with another performance at
p.m. — or later — on the 5:45 p.m..followed by Old Santa Fe
(12:40 p.m., 7:15 p.m.), The
Playhouse's train depot deck.
Playhouse director Michael McKendrees (1:20, 6:30), Last
Dunnagan said finding the benefit Chance (2:45), The Kentucky
idea for funding programs for Connection (3:30). Grandpa's
Playhouse in the Park, Murray's Legacy (4:15), and Willow Creek (5
own community theater, was a
"There are a number of new
blessing.
"Before we knew it, it took off," bands," Dunnagan said of this
he said of the concert, which also year's lineup. "Just bring your lawn
features barbecue from Food Giant chair."
The open stage session is
here in Murray. as well as audience
participation during open stage ses- planned for 2-2:40 p.m.. where
sions. "We realized that we hit on audience members can strum, fiddle
something important, and that's or pick their bluegrass favorites.
Bluegrass in the Park has also
bluegrass!"
promoted by radio stations like
been
Dunnagan said during the performances, members of the chil- Froggy 103.7 FM and WLLE 94.7
dren's acting troupe, Box of Frogs,
will "pass the hat- to help raise •See Page 2
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SWEET BLUEGRASS MUSIC ... That's what will fill the air
Saturday at Playhouse in the Park when it holds its annual
Bluegrass in the Park benefit concert from noon until that night.
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Paducah plant workers reject proposal
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)— Hourly
workers
at
Paducah's
U.S.
Enrichment Corp. plant rejected a
five-year contract proposal from the
company Thursday but will not go
on strike immediately, a union official said.
David Fuller, president of Paper,
Allied-Industrial, Chemical and
Energy (PACE) Workers Union
Local 5-550, said the workers
"overwhelmingly" rejected the
offer. Fuller would not give the final

tally but said 657 of about 700
union workers cast ballots.
"We have notified the company
of the rejection of the offer and
expressed to them the overwhelming margin by which it was rejected," Fuller said.
The main sticking point with the
workers was wording in the proposal that said the company would only
renew the contract after the first
year if it was successful in meeting
certain terms to buy uranium from

Russia.
Fuller said that part of the deal
was "a little bit of a slap in the face"
for workers and was "an issue that
should be decided between governments."
The workers were also disappointed in the contract's terms for
overtime compensation and medical
benefits, Fuller said.
"This was a substandard contract
proposal regardless of the Russian
aspect," Fuller said.
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Business Hours
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone (270) 753-1916
Fax (270) 753-1927
Subscription Rates
subscriptions payable in
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6 months
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1 year
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Farmington , Ky - $8500
By mail to rest of KY/TN - $110.00
other mail subscriptions- $130,00.
Published Monday through Saturday
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postage
paid
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address
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Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• Three trucks and six firefighters responded to a fire in the woods
across from Russell Chapel Church on Highway 732 Thursday
Approximately two acres burned. The Kentucky Forestry Service also
responded to the fire.
• Two trucks and three firemen responded to a woods fire on
Bendefield Lane Thursday. Less than one-quarter of an acre burned.
— Information gathered from reports, logs and citations
from respective agencies.

Guilty plea entered in
child pornography case
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — Masuru
Kubota, 29, Murray, pled guilty in
United States District Court in
Paducah Wednesday to charges of
receiving and possessing child
pornography.
If convicted, Kubota could face
maximum penalties of 15 years
imprisonment, a $250,000 fine and
three years supervised release.
Kubota admitted that between
April and August 2000, he received

All

3 months
$20.25

FireLogs

child pornography videotapes that
had been mailed, shipped and transported in interstate and foreign commerce.
Kubota also admitted that in
February 2001, he possessed material that contained child pornography
that had been mailed, shipped and
transported in interstate and foreign
commerce.
Kubota is scheduled to be sentenced in U.S. District _Court in
Paducah Oct. 26 at 11:30 a.m.

• Robotics ...
MELISSA STONEBERGER/Ledger & Times Photo

LONG LINES ... This photo shows the long line waiting to enter the new Goody's store, located in
Shoppes of Murray.

• Goody's ...
From Page 1

goody bags will also be given out and coupons from
McDonald's and Taco John's will be available.

painting, cookouts, and prize drawings. Four hundred

From Page 1
often set up barricades against the type of demonstration that occurred
Thursday.
Still, Epperson said the possibilities for using such software is virtually
limitless.
"It makes it difficult to think about what would be beneficial for my
class," he said. "I can approach it from a creative thinking situation, where
I give a student a problem and ask them holk to solve it. I can also approach
it from a scientific standpoint."

• Playhouse ...
From Page 1

k t

FM.
Murray State University's listener-supported radio station WKMS
will even broadcast the first two
hours of Bluegrass in the Park with
hosts Charley Lynch and Kent

Henry, co-hosts of Music from the
Front Porch, WKMS's bluegrass
and folk music Saturday "series.
"Everyone's pulling together,"
Dunnagan added.
The Playhouse depot is located
Arcadia Drive in the MurrayCalloway County Park.
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We re looking for
a few good volunteers!

Night & Weekend minutes

Girl Scouts

Incoming minutes
UNLIMITED CHOICES ARE SIMPLY YOURS. Ai
NEW FALL HOURS:

Sign up for any SunCom Cities Plan today and get unlimited Night and Weekend minutes or unlimited
Incoming minutes starting at only $35. Or you can choose both unlimited options and pay just a little
more. We'll even throw in a free Nokia 5165 handset when you sign up for an annual agreement. And
better yet, this plan is good whether you're in your hometown or on the SunCom digital network in
any one of over 250 SunCom Cities from the Great Lakes to the Gulf Coast!

Nokia.
FREE 5165
!

SunCom. Where the right choices are simply yours.

after $30 mail-in rebate
.,000,00•11144b

A MEMBER OF THE AT&T WIRELESS NETWORK

1510
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1- 800-SUNCOM- 1

AT&T

SunCom Stores:
Paducah

Also available at:

Murray

310N. 12th Street
3420 Park Avenue
(across from Park Ave. Chrysler) 270-762-9990
270-444-0104

ABC Digital Communications
(next to Kountry Kastle)
270-442-7979

Cell Tech

Cellular Accessory
Connection
Ledbetter
270-898-7379

On Kentucky Oaks Mall)
270-575-5444

CIRCUIT CITY.
www.SUNCOM1.con1

Business Sales: 270-444-0324

C 2001 SunCom. Requires credit approval, activation tee, annual contract, a cancellation tee ot S12.50 tor each month remaining in «)mmitrnent and a digital multi-network
phone. Not available in all areas. Rates do not apply to credit card calls. Airtime for each call is rounded up to the next full minute. Monthly included minutes cannot be carried
over into any other month and must be used in the SunCom Cities Coverage Area. Roaming and long distance charges apply outside this area. Additional minute charges, other
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available with other offers. Nokia 5165 offer available for a limited time only. Evening hours are 8:00 pm to 7:00 am Weekend hours are Friday 8:00 pm to Monday 7:00 am.

No one puts their money where our mouths are like the
American farmer We see the results of your hard work and
commitment three times a day. We depend on it
You can depend on the folks at Shelter to take the same
pride in our performance as you do in yours_ Call your
hometown Shelter agent today.
_
Harold "Jack" Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN
We'll always be there for you

www shelterinsurance com
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Senate postpones farm aid vote
By PHILIP BRASHER
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Farmers may have to
wait another month to find out much money they
will get from the government to compensate for
low crop prices.
The Senate postponed action on a package of
farm assistance until Friday as Republicans and
Democrats remained split over how much to
spend. The impasse threatened to delay final
approval of the measure until September, when
Congress returns from a monthlong recess that
starts this weekend.
A vote was scheduled to end debate on a
Democratic-backed $7.5 billion measure that
faces a veto threat from the White House.
But Republicans have been recruiting

Democrats to support a House-passed $5.5 billion
bill that the Senate rejected earlier this week, 5248.
Although no Democrats had committed to
switching their votes and supporting the GOP bill,
some had expressed interest out of fear the
impasse could prevent any money from getting to
farmers, said Indiana Sen. Richard Lugar, senior
Republican on the Senate Agriculture Committee.
If the House measure were to be approved by
the Senate on Friday, it would then go to
President Bush for his expected signature.
Should the fatter Democratic measure win, the
Senate and House would have to return in
September to negotiate a compromise.
Sen. Kent Conrad, a North Dakota Democrat
who chairs the Senate Budget Committee, said

Democrats had discussed another possibility:
Approving the House measure, so it can be enacted immediately, and then attaching to another bill
the additional $2 billion of spending they want.
"I don't know what's going to happen,"
Conrad said.
Lawmakers have been in a rush to finish work
on the bill because the congressional budget
agreement provided $5.5 billion in farm aid for
the fiscal year that ends Sept. 30. The money must
be distributed to farmers by that date or it can be
used for other purposes.
The Senate bill contains $5.5 billion for direct
payments to grain and cotton farmers, almost
$900 million more than the House approved.
Also in the Senate measure is $542 million for
conservation programs.

Focus on the Family
By DR. JAMES DOBSON

Attitude key to handle stress
QUESTION: I mine whether a stressful time is the
have a lot of stress most horrible, terrible, unfair thing
in my life and just that ever happened to you, or
don't know how whether it's just another common
to cope with it. problem that you'll manage to get
Any suggestions? through somehow.
When the roof
Remember also that the way
caves in at your you react is being watched carefulhouse, when your ly by your kids. If we show them
little girl gets the that we can cope, they'll also be
measles or your teenager flunks a more likely to handle their stress
course in school or your spouse gets more easily.
laid off at work, how do you cope
with the stress?
QUESTION: How do you feel
DR.DOBSON: Your question
about "no-fault divorce" laws,
reminds me of an old baseball story which allow for the dissolution of
about Bill Clem, a famous National marriage without cause? If one
party wants out, he or she can get
League umpire. He used to have a
out. Has that been a.good policy?
habit of hesitating a minute before
DR.DOBSON:The concept of
signaling a ball or a strike. It was
"no-fault divorce" was introduced
just a quirk of his. One day there
in California in 1969, making it the
was this hotshot young pitcher on
first jurisdiction in the Western
the mound who would fire away,
world to radically alter its divorce
and Bill Clem would take his time
law. In the next 15 years, every
calling the pitch.
state in the U.S. adopted some
Finally, in about the sixth
inning, the kid was getting irritated. form of no-fault legislation. The
He threw one crucial pitch and then idea took the nation by storm.
Statistical evidence for the past
just couldn't help yelling,"Come
three decades verifies that no-fault
on;Bill. What is it?"
divorce has been a disaster for the
Clem pulled off his face mask,
family. According to Statistical
stared the kid down, and said, "It
Abstracts of the United States, the
ain't nothing 'til I call it somenumber of divorces in this country
thing."
has increased by 279 percent since
Well, that's kind of the way it is
these laws began taking effect in
in life. We can't stop the curve
1970. The number of children livballs from coming our way, but we
ing with a divorced parent has
do get the privilege of deciding
increased 352 percent in that same
what to call them. You can deter-

period. Demographer Dr. Paul
Glick has predicted that one-third
of all children will live in a stepfamily before they reach their 18th
birthday.
I agree with those who contend
that the liberalization of divorce
laws undermined the sanctity of the
home and condemned millions of
children to a life of poverty and
heartache.
In essence, no-fault divorce laws
have effectively nullified the act of
marriage, making it an unenforceable contract. A person can abandon his or her family more easily
than that person can abrogate any
other agreement that bears his signature. Of greatest concern is the
welfare of the husband or wife who
is unwillingly confronted with
divorce, custody battles and rejection. That responsible individual
has absolutely no power in the dissolution of the family. But the other
spouse, even the person who chases after a younger playmate or a
"grand new freedom," is the one in
charge.
There is a lesson to be learned
from this regrettable exercise in
social engineering. The institution
of the family is the basic unit of
society -- the ground floor on
which the entire culture rests. If it
collapses, everything of value will
go down with it. We should never
tamper with it frivolously or undermine its rationale for existence.

Board of
Regents prepare
for tough
decisions
NASHVILLE. Tenn (AP) —
Faced with the prospect of continued cutbacks in state funding after
a decade of diminishing financial
support, the Tennessee Board of
Regents on Thursday outlined an
ambitious plan for doing more
with less.
The Regents held the first in a
series of meetings with college
and university presidents to discuss what should be cut or restructured to keep up with a growing
demand for higher education amid
serious financial problems at the
state level.
Later meetings will take place
throughout the state and will welcome lawmakers and citizens. A
three-day retreat for the Regents
and for university presidents is
planned for October. The meetings will culminate with the
Regents' quarterly meeting in
December, when board members
will submit a report to the
Legislature.

EiERNARD KANELedger & Times Photo

IN THE BAG ... Youth from the YMCA Leadership Team prepared more than 450 gift bags of baby toiletries to be given
to each family attending the World's Biggest Baby Shower
Saturday from 10 a.m.-1 p.m. at the University Church of
Christ here.

Subscribe to the Ledger
& Times for all news
that "hits home!"
MEL

_

Thai's Corner
Restaurant
The Authentic Thai Food in Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order
We also have Thai Beer
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328
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Shoppes of Murray
610 North 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
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Plane shootdown report misses mark on next step
By KEN GUGGENHEIM
Associated Press Writer
More than
WASHINGTON (AP)
three months after an American missionary
plane was mistakenly shot down over Peru.
investigators are saying what went wrong
What they aren't saying is what should be
done about it.
A joint U.S.-Peruvian report due
Thursday was expected to conclude that procedural errors and miscommunications led
to the April 20 downing that killed an
American missionary and her infant daughter.
Crew members aboard a CIA-operated
surveillance plane mistakenly identified the
missionaries' Cessna as a possible drug
flight and were unable to stop a Peruvian jet
from shooting it down after they realized it
was probably innocent

The United States has suspended drug
surveillance flights since the downing. The
question of resuming them has prompted
debates about whether their value in detei ring traffickers offsets the risk that innocent
planes could be targeted again.
The joint investigation, led by Assistant
Secretary of State Rand Beers, was limited
to determining facts surrounding the downing and did not directly assign blame.
The investigators also did not recommend policy changes to prevent similar incidents or suggest whether the United States
should resume providing drug surveillance
information to Peru and Colombia that could
result in other planes being fired at.;
Those issues will be addressed in a separate report being prepared by Moms Busby
a torrnei U.S. ambassador to Colombia.
Opponents (it thc shoot-down policy

argue that firing at a civilian plane, even one
with narcotics traffickers aboard, is immoral
and violates international law. They say no
safeguards would assure that innocent
planes aren't hit.
"We oppose the shoot-down policy
because it's ludicrous to think there is a failsate system," said Pete West, senior vice
president of the 6,500 member National
Business Aviation Association.
Advocates of the shoot-down policy
credit it with a sharp drop in coca production
in Peru The country had been the world's
leading producer of coca, with traffickers
flying it into neighboring Colombia for processing into cocaine. Since the shoot-down
policy began in the early 1990s, much of the
coca production has left Peru and moved
into Colombia.
Rep Mark Souder, R-1nd.. said he

believes the policy should be changed to
allow shoot-downs only when there is no
possibility that the target is innocent. If there
is even a slight doubt, the plane should not
be fired on, he said.
"When you shoot down a plane, it is
probably certain death, and if occasionally
one gets away because your checklist isn't
quite working out right, that's no big deal,"
he said.
Fears that innocent planes could be shot
down prompted the United States to temporarily suspend sharing drug surveillance
data with Peru and Colombia in 1994.
Cooperation did not resume until Congress
granted immunity to Americans and worked
out safeguards to prevent mistakes.
Safeguards included requirements that
chase planes try to contact suspect planes by
radio, tip their wings as a warning and fire

warning shots.
The investigators looking into the April
20 shooting have found that U.S. and
Peruvian officials in recent years have failed
to follow those procedures closely, officials
have told The Associated Press.
"Familiarity, routine leads to sloppiness,
and I think this had to be anticipated, and it's
now time to change the policy." said Rep.
William Delahunt, D-Mass., who opposes
providing data that could lead to shootdowns.
Killed in the April incident were
American missionary Veronica Bowers and
her 7-month-old daughter Charity. Her husband, Jim Bowers, and their 6-year-old son.
Cory, survived unharmed. Pilot Kevin
Donaldson suffered serious bullet wounds to
his legs.

Washington Today
By WILL LESTER
Syndicated Columnist

Poll: Education,
traits boost Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — Candidate George W.
Bush built his presidential campaign on strong
personal traits, a priority on education and less
popular but consistent conser‘ati‘c stands
President Bush- has built his public support (ii:
the same foundations, a new poll suggests.
Bush's standing in public opinion has been
boosted by broad approval of his work on education and Americans' high regard for personal
qualities like character, honesty and vision. say s
an ABC News-Washington Post poll released
Wednesday.
The poll suggested six in 10 Amertcans, 59
percent. currently approve of the job Bush is
doing. Slightly more said they like Bush personally.
Bush's job approval dipped to the low 50s in
several polls in early summer and was in the mid50s in ABC News-Washington Post
polling then.
His approval level in this poll was
slightly lower than most presidents
at the corresponding stage over
the past 50 years, but higher than
the approval for Bill Clinton and
Gerald Ford. His support is 'tempered by deep reservations about
his priorities.
A majority polled felt Bush is
out of touch with people like them.
think big business has too much
influence over his administration and
are lukewarm to his handling of issues
such as prescription drugs. the environment, energy and patients' rights
Two-thirds of Americans sa
large corporations. wealthy peo
ple and oil and gas companies
have too much influence on the Bush administration.
By a 21 margin, people said it was more
important to provide needed services thab hold
down the size of government. By a similar margin, more people thought
Bush was more interested in holding down the
size of government than
providing needed services.
More than six in 10
said they doubt the Bush
administration's almost
$1.4 trillion tax cut will
help the economy, and
just over half say it
will leave too little
money to keep the
budget balanced and
pay for federal programs.
Bush has the
support of the
majority on his
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handling of education. the economy, international
affairs and defense
He is scoring best these days on personal qualities. with two-thirds saying he has strong personal character, is a good coniniandei iii chiet and
has a vision for the future.
Almost that many said he is honest and trustworthy. When asked whether he told the truth
during the presidential campaign about the kinds
of programs and policies he would pursue as
president. six in 10 agreed
By contrast, a majority in August 1993 said
then-President Clinton did not tell the truth during the campaign
While Bush's overall ratings remained healthy,
the poll suggested that the nation remains sharply
divided politically.
If the election were rerun today, 48 percent
said they'd back Bush and 46 percent said
Democrat Al Gore — about as close as
the split decision last November:
—
And they were evenly split on the
question of whether the country
should go in the direction Bush
wants to lead it or in the direction that congressional
Democrats want to go.
The poll of 1.352 adults was
taken July 26 through Monday
and has an error margin of plus
or minus 2.5 percentage points

"SO . ..CARE TO SHARE WITH US THE REASON YOU HAVE DECIDEP
NOT TO

By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist

Environmental concerns
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It is rare
indeed that Kentuckians have reason
to be encouraged about improvements in the state's environment.
After all, the General Assembly this
year could not rise above partisan
bickering to require that all household garbage in the state be collected once a week and disposed of
somewhere beside the nearest hollow or creek bank.
Coal is still being mined, of
course, and the waste water from the
mining process pumped into gigantic ponds that sometimes fail, dumping millions of gallons of black gunk
into everything in its path.
As a whole, we are as enthralled
with gas guzzling (and air polluting)
monster SUVs as our friends in
California, and there is the rare
farmer near an urban center who
doesn't dream of the day a developer offers a fortune for land that will
sprout with hundreds of houses no
matter where the runoff from the
new subdivision happens to go. But
a recent report by , the state's
appointed commission to keep track
of our environmental pluses and
minuses gives a reason for being
slightly optimistic.
The report by the Environmental
Quality Commission found that
Kentucky has made progress in 25
broad areas dealing with the state's
air, land and water, while losing
ground in 20 other areas.
The commission, which advises
the governor and other top officials
on environmental issues, found.

among other things. that public
drinking water across the state is
safer and there have been fewer
quality violations involving water
treatment plants. On the other hand,
well water is increasingly contaminated, and many rural Kentucky residents continue to rely on wells for
their drinking water.
The report finds that soil conservation practices have saved more
farmland than in recent years, even
as more and more crop land —
much of its prime — is being turned
into tract subdivisions. And even
though the southern pine beetle is
decimating the state's eastern pine
forests — and creeping into non-forest parts of the state — we're actually doing a fairly responsible job in
reforestation.
The Environmental Quality
Commission, which in the past has
not hesitated to find fault wherever
it may be found, also had some nice
observations about the Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection Cabinet on the subject of
regulation of huge factory farms
involving pork and poultry. Those
cabinet regulations, of course, are
now the focus of Gov. Paul Patton's
legal challenge to the way the
General Assembly oversees the regulatory process when it is not in session.
It really has been only in the past
decade or so that Kentuckians paid
much attention to the destructive
forces that were at work in our environment and decided to do some-

thing about those forces. Today, we
have environmental groups like
the
for
Kentuckians
Commonwealth, which started out
largely in Eastern Kentucky in
opposition to strip mining's wholesale pillage of the mountains, and
since has spread its membership
throughout the state and is as active
in urban areas as rural on a wide
number of issues.
The Environmental Quality
Commission itself represents a
major step forward. It has no real
power to affect change other than by
using its bully pulpit, but today people sit up and take notice when the
environmental alarm is sounded.
And ever so slowly, the state's
politicians are following the public's
demand for a cleaner environment.
Patton, for example, brought universal garbage collection to Pike
County more than a decade ago
when he was judge executive there.
He figures if it can be successful in
Pike County, it can be successful in
the counties remaining that don't
offer household garbage collection.
Perhaps next year, the Republicans
in the state Senate and Democrats in
the House can forget their petty
quarrels long enough to follow
Patton's lead.
And perhaps in another 10 years
or so, the report by the
Environmental Quality Commission
will have improvements in twice as
many areas as losses. That may be
pie-in-the-sky optimism, but who
knows?
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Deaths
Clifton Howard Cochran

Montana puts stop to
snowmobiles on water

Paul Max Bonner

The funeral for Clifton Howard Cochran will be
Graveside services for Paul Max Bonner will be Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at
r Sunday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Barnett Cemetery. The Rev. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Home. Alan Cooper and Hollis C. Miller will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Chris McCormack, David Hopkins, J.B. Bell, J.D.
Singing will be by singers from University Church of
Williams, Jamie Dunn and Junior Pittman.
Christ.
Visitation will be at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home from 5 to 9
Active pallbearers will be Tommy Carraway, Frank
p.m. today (Friday).
Christie, Dale Cochran, Chad Cochran, Jon Cochran,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes Association,
Michael Cochran, Jamie Washer and Tony Washer.
1941 Bishop Ln., Suite 110, Louisville, KY 42018.
Honorary pallbearers will be current and former deaMr. Bonner, 73, Pottertown Road, Murray, died Thursday, Aug. 2, 2001, at
cons of University Church of Christ. Burial will follow
6:23 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Cochran
in Murray City Cemetery.
Owner and operator of Bonner Grocery, he was of Baptist faith and an
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday.
Army veteran of the Korean Conflict.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the University Church of Christ
One daughter, Deborah Ann Smith, two sisters, Rubene Bonner and Viola
Building Fund.
Bonner, and five brothers, Elmo, J.T., George, Ronnie and Charles Bonner,
Mr. Cochran,80, Farris Avenue, Murray, died Wednesday,Aug. 1, 2001, at all preceded him in death. Born Nov. 28, 1927, in Calloway
County, he was
10:41 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
the son of the late Cratus Bonner and Mary Susan Blalock Bonner.
A retired owner of the former Graham and Jackson Clothing Store in
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Anne Marshall Bonner, to whom he was
Murray, he was a director of Murray Electric System and Hopkinsville married Jan. I. 1956; two daughters, Mrs. Linda Hopkins
and husband.
Savings and Loan Bank, a former member of Murray Lions Club, veteran of David, and Mrs. Mary McCormack and husband, Chris.
all of Murray; three
World War II, and a member and retired deacon of University Church of sisters, Mrs. Retta Siress and husband, Bill, Benton,
Mrs. Mary Ann
Christ.
Williams, Milburn, and-Mrs. Patty Beach and husband, Ed. Almo;six grandSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Laura Nell Nanny Cochran, to whom he children, Benjamin Smith, Brendan McCormack, Brian
McCormack,
was married July 23, 1938; two daughters, Shirley Martin and husband, Andrea McCormack, Audra Hopkins and Amber Hopkins.
Bobby,and Linda C. Darnell, all of Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Verline Perry,
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. Melba Washer and husband, James, Murray, and
Mrs. Sue Scoggins and husband. Jim, Louisville; two brothers, Jack Cochran
Mrs. Gertha Hendon, 88, Second Street, Cadiz, died Wednesday, Aug. I.
and Charles K. Cochran and wife, Iva, all of Murray; four grandchildren,
2001,
at 8:28 a.m. at Rivers Bend Retirement Community, Kuttawa.
Janie Haie and husband, Matt,Cory Martin, Clif Darnell and Laura Darnell;
A
'seamstress
and homemaker, she was a member of Pleasant Hill
two great-grandchildren, Tabitha Hale and Hastings Hale.
Pentecostal Church.
Her husband, Arthur Hendon, one son, William Hendon, and one sister,
Gretchen Iiiohon Colson, all preceded her in death. Born Sept. 8, 1912, in
Funeral rites for Speight(Tom) Williams will be today (Friday) at 2 p.m. Golden Pond, she was the daughter of the late Ferdinand Crowder and
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis Norvell and Beulah Scott Crowder.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Frances Oakley and husband, Roger.
the Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate.
Cadiz;
three sons, James Hendon andwife, Hazel,Crown Point, Ind., Bobbie
Pallbearers will be Mark Bucy, Mac Allen Bucy, John L. Morgan, Ronnie
Hendon
and wife, Carlea, Streator, Ill., and Thomas Hendon and wife, Ann,
Green, Cliff Mitchell and Rupert Williams. Burial will follow in Mt.
Fairfield
Glade, Tenn.; 10 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren; two greatPleasant Cemetery.
great-grandch
ildren.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
The
funeral
will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of King's Funeral
Mr. Williams, 74, East State Line Road, Hazel, died Tuesday, July 31,
Home,
Cadiz.
The Rev. Allan Stokes will officiate. Burial will follow in
2001, at 8 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Pleasant
Hill
Cemetery
in Trigg County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marjorie Williams; three daughters. Mrs.
Visitation
will
at
the
be
funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).
Eva Crank, New Castle, Del., Ms. Pat (Dreamer) Reynolds, Murray, and
Mrs. Linda Williams, Paducah; one stepson. Larry Crank, Murray; his mother, Mrs. Pearl Todd Williams, Murray; one sister, Ms. Eva May Williams,
Las Vegas, Nev.; one brother, James Earl Williams and wife, Bonicha, and a
sister-in-law, Mrs. Alice Williams, Hazel; four grandchildren, Cheryl, Resa.
Everett Earl Bloodworth. 72.(job,died Thursday. Aug 2, 2001. at 2 p.m.
Paul and Adam Fogle, Murray; two great-grandchildren. Dessie and Tyler: at his home.
several nieces and nephews.
Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

HELENA. Mont.(AP)- Citing
concerns for the safety of snowmobilers, boaters and swimmers, state
officials put the brakes on an
increasingly popular sport in which
snowmobilers speed across lakes
and waterway.
Emergency rules banning snowmobiles in no-wake zones on all
public waters take effect Aug.9 and
last for 120 days. The provision
effectively bans snowmobiles on
almost all lakes in western
Montana, where such zones along
shorelines are widespread.

Speight(Tom)Williams

Everett Earl Bloodworth

College president killed in auto accident
officer of what was then Villa
Madonna College in 1951, according to Father Gerald Twaddell, dean
of Thomas More College.
Murphy was involved in a large
number of changes at the college
including its move from downtown

Covington to the new suburban campus. Along with that move was the
change of name from Villa Madonna
to Thomas More College.
Murphy was president of the college until 1971. He later worked
with
the
National Catholic

Education
Association
in
Washington, D.C., and led St. Agnes
Parrish in northern Kentucky before
retiring in 1991.
The accident is still under iro.esugation by Kentucky State Police.
Funeral arrangements are pending.

Snowmobilers also must wear a
lifejacket while "water skipping."
and be at least 16 years old. The
machines cannot leave or return to
shore near public recreation areas
such as docks, boat ramps, and fishing access sites, or anywhere in
state parks.
The action Thursday by the
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Commission was prompted in part
by the July 8 death of Gary Hoyt.
He drowned in a Montana reservoir
after his snowmobile lost momentum and sank.

RESPIRATORY PATIENTS
If you have Medicare or Private Insurance, you may be
Eligible to receive your,

RESPIRATORY SUPPLIES,
Such as Nebulizer pump, & Nebulizer Medication
Albuterol, lpartropium (Atrovent) and more

AT NO COST TO YOU!!
For more information call,
NATIONAL HOME PHARMACIES

Mrs. Gertha Hendon

FOSTER, Ky.(AP)- Monsignor
John Murphy, a past president of
Thomas More College, died in an
auto accident in Bracken County,
authorities said.
The Kentucky State Police said
Deborah Reeder, 51, of Cold
Springs, was traveling north on the
AA highway in a 1993 Chrysler van
when her vehicle crossed the center
line one mile south of Foster just
before 4 p.m. EDT Wednesday and
collided head-on with the southbound 1995 Buick driven by
Murphy.
Murphy, 78, of Crestview Hills.
was pronounced dead at the scene by
Bracken County Coroner John
Parker.
Reeder was listed in good condition at the University of Cincinnati
Hospital on Thursday.
Murphy became chief executiN c.
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TOLL FREE

1-888-466-2678
(No IIMO patients, please)

MICINIUMENT SALE

• 10% Off all in stock upright monuments
• Everyday low - competitive prices.
• Memorialization is our only business - service beyond
compare.
• Large outdoor and indoor display for year round
convenience.

• Thousands of designs to choose from. Use our ideas,
your ideas or our custom designs.
• Computer generated print out helps you visualize what your
design will look like. This allows complete satisfaction
before the monument is carved and set in cemetery.
• ScOlptured flowers on our monuments have three
dimensional looks.
Excludes markers & vases

Heritage Monument Co.
Keepsake Monuments, Inc.
(Next to Rolling llilI Nursery)
3812 U.S. Hwy.641 N.• 270-759-1333

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report
Don Jones Ind. A‘g
10462.68 • 8830
Air Products
41.20 - 0.05
AOL Time Warner
46.39 - 0.61
AT&T
20.36- 0.36
Bell South
4J.64- 0.37
Briggs & Stratton
40.11 - 0.29
Bristol Myers Squibb
57.85 0.68
Caterpillar
.53.82 - 0.78
Daimler Chrysler
47.75 0.87
Dean Foods
41.30 - 0.25
Exxon-Mobil
41,48 - 0.25
Ford Motor
24.82 - 0.30
General Electric
42.10 0.10
General Motors
62.62 - 0.84
GlaxoSmithKline ADR ..55.83 - 1.35
Goodrich
34.50. 0.52
Goodyear
28.16 0.37
tiopFed Bank*
12.29 B 12.64 A
IBM
107.68 1.12

Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Lucent Tech
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico. Inc.
Pfizer, Inc.
Schering-Plough

;
P c
9eas"
m
42.62 - 0.33
31.62 - 0.47
6.27 - 0.04
17.65 - 0.14
17.65 - 0.14
28.85 - 0.30
67.29 - 0.50
66.89 - 0.56
27.71 - 0.15
44.22 - 0.23
40.37 - 0.37
38.50 - 0.45
46.29 - 0.27
68.68 - 0.44
45.10 - 0.20
23.88 + 0.08
.30.70 .0.10
55.47 - 0.52
14.36 - 0.28

Sears
Texaco
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart
Worldcom Inc.

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc - price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-3366

H!WARD
LYONS
SINCE 18S4

Loan Sale!
July 30 - August 3, 2001
FIXED

RATE

CONSUMER

For balances over $5,000.00

LOANS

For balances under $5,000.00

6.95% 7.95%
Annual Percentage Rate

Annual Percentage Rate

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.8. Hilliard. W L. Lyons. Inc • Member NYSE and S1PC

PADUCAH
TECHNICAL

C911ARK9E

I want a r\s"( c-ar.
I want a Ne\a( boaL
I want a vac-aLm•

Offers TWO YEAR career training in

Electronic Engineering Technology
• Day and Night Classes
• Build your own Computer
• Career Placement Assistance
• Financial Aid for those who Qualify
• Associate of Applied Science Degree
Enroll now for classes beginning August 20
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(270) 444-9676 or ptc@hcis.net.
Visit our web site ar www.ptc-ky.com.

Whatever you want, get it with a consumer
loan from Union Planters Bank.

SOLUTION:

AUNION
PLANTERS
BANK

IMPORTANT FACTS YOU SHOULD KNOW: The Annual Percentage
Rate (APR) is available for applications
received July 30 - August 3. 2001 at Union Planters Banks in the ffentucky Counties of
Ballard. Calloway, Graves,
Livingston, Marshall and McCracken. Minimum loan amount 51.500.0o.
APR is available only with automatic loan
payment from a Union Planters checking account. All applications are subject to approval
and must meet certain
minimum credit standards to obtain the APR. The APR only applies to new loans
and refinanced loans with St.000.00 or
more in additional principal and is not available for real estate loans. ,tr'Copyright
aoot Union Planters Bank Member
FDIC. NWW.unionplanters.com.

•
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Event

Jo's Datebook

minders

By JO BUR KEEN
Today Editor

The following are reminders of weddings for the coming week
that have been published previously in The Murray Ledger & Times:

All of you fishing enthusiasts should take advantage of hearing' Glenn Chappelear, professional
bass fisherman and la) minister, who will give
a fishing tactics session from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m.
on Saturday, Aug. 4, in the cafeteria of Calloway County High School.
Baptist Men of Westside Baptist Church are
sponsoring this event in cooperation with Sportsmen's Outreach. Inc. A free fish fry dinner will be served from
6:15 to 7:15 p.m., but donations will be accepted for the meal.
At 7:15 p.m. Chappelear, a Mission Service Corps volunteer
with the North American Mission Board, will be sharing the gospel.
With so many opportunities for fishing in this area, the Baptist Men said they hoped people will take the opportunity to hear
Chappelear.

Stephanie Kay Wade. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eldon B. Wade
of Calvert City. and Neal Foster Milliken, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Milliken of Murray, will be married Saturday, Aug. 4, 2001, at
2 p.m. at First Baptist Church. Paducah. All relatives and friends
are invited. .
Jennifer Renee Ohl, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Ohl of
Conway Springs Kan . and Sean Caldwell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Caldwell of Hickman, will be married Saturday, Aug. 4, 2001,
at 2:30 p.m at St Leo Catholic Church, Murray. All relatives and
friends are invited
Shannon Gail Whitfield. daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Gary Whitson Whitfield of Crofton, and Bowling (Bo) Whittney Bailey, son
of Mr. and Mrs Jerry Ray Bailey and Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ray
Yeary, all of Frankfort. will be married Saturday, Aug. 4, 2001, at
4 p.m. at Second Baptist Church, Hopkinsville, All relatives and
friends are invited.

Fire district meeting Monday
Calloway County Fire Protection District will meet Monday at 6
p.m. at the main station Of the CaHOWay County Fire Rescue on East
Sycamore Street off South 4th Street. All interested persons are invited.

Jennifer LeAnn Walker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. Jerry
Walker of Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Al Keys Parker of Anchorage, Alaska, and Robert Dennis Hill, son of Ms. Brenda Moyers
of Knoxville, Tenn., and Thomas Robert Hill of Jackson, Tenn., will
be married Saturday, Aug. 4, 2001, at 6 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church, Paris, Tenn..A reception will follow at The Greystone, Paris. All relatives and friends are invited.

Alphas will accept pictures Sunday
Persons having pictures with identifications to be submitted for
publication in the book, Pictorial History of Calloway County, will be
accepted by members of the Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's
on Sunday, Aug. 5, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the club house on Vine and
South Seventh Streets.

A reception in honor of Tai Orten, artist, will be Saturday, Aug.
4, 20001, from 1:30 to 4 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library.
The Rev. Jim Simmons and his wife, Murdena, will be honored for 15 years of service to Memorial Baptist Church at a
reception, hosted by the deacons and their wives, on Sunday,
Aug. 5, 2001, from 2 to 3:30 p.m. at the church.

Holland named for second year
of the valedictorians of the 2001
Justin Ray Holgraduating class at Calloway Counland has been
ty High School.
selected for the second consecutive
He was a member of Future
Business Leaders of America, and
year to receive honPep Club, and was on the CCHS
orary award recognition in Who's
yearbook staff.
who Among AmerHolland is a member of Hazel
ican High School
'Baptist Church. He will attend MurHolland
Students for 2000ray State University this fall.
The honored student is the son
2(X)1.
His biography will appear in of James Ray and Vickie Holland.
the annual publication.
His grandparents are Sam and
Holland was a member and one Dorothy Workman.

Virginia Fielder and Neil Thomas

Fielder, Thomas
exchange vows Aug. 18
Eugene and Pak Fielder of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Virginia Sue Fielder, to Neil
Andrew Thomas, son of Keith and Lisa Thomas of Fancy Farm.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Faye M. Jewell and
the late Orvis Fielder of Murray and of the late Pak I Chu and the
late Kang Sam Su of Kwang Ju Si, Republic of Korea.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Jaieph and Linda Englert of
Mayfield and Mrs. Helen Thomas and the late Emmanuel Thomas of
Bardwell.
Miss Fielder is a 1996 graduate of Cambridge Academy, Ocala,
Fla., and is a supervisor at Rite Aid in Murray.
Mr. Thomas is a 1999 graduate of Graves County High School and
is a machinist at Universal Technologies, Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday. Aug. 18, 2001, at Locust Grove
Baptist Church, Murray.
A reception will follow immediately at Calloway Inn, Murray.
Invitations will be sent.

Birth

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Boyd of 1668 St. Rt. 94 East, Sedalia, are
the parents of a son, Kolson Klay Gilbert Boyd, born on Tuesday,
July 10, 2001, at 11:24 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby .weighed 10 pounds eight ounces and measured 21 3/4
inches. The mother is the foimer Teresa Gilbert. Two sisters are
Kaycee and Kortnee Boyd and a brother is Mitchell Boyd.
Grandparents are the late Elmer Gilbert and Shirley Gilbert and
the late James Boyd and Louise Boyd.

Jurassic Park 3
PG13 - 1:00 - 120 • 7:30 Princess Diaries
G - 1:30 - 3:50 - 7:10 -9:30

• • •

America's Sweetheart
PG13 - 1:10 - 3:35- 7:30 - 9:45

William Jacob Parrish

Planet of the Apes
PG13. 1:20 - 3:50 - 7:10 - 9:40
Rush Hour 2
PG13 - 1:30 - 3:40 - 7:00 - 9:20
Cats & Dogs
PG - 1:10 - 3:15- 7:15- 9:10
Dr. Dolittle 2
PG - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:00 - 9:00
Program Information
Call 753-3314

ROTARY
SPEAKER...Pat
Scott, chief of the Murray
Fire Department, spoke at a
recent meeting of Murray
Rotary Club. He discussed
the changes in fighting fires
over the past few years, of
the increase in rescue operations concerning wrecks
and the needs for the future
since Murray is growing so
quickly. especially to the
north of Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. William Jason Parrish of 311 Ogburn St., Paris,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, William Jacob Parrish, born on Monday, July 23, 2001, at 1020 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds nine ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Tonya Patterson.
Paternal grandparents are William Terry Parrish and Danny and
Cindy Dunn of Kirksey. Maternal grandparents are Ruth Hart and
Dalton and Linda Patterson of Paris, Tenn.
Paternal great-grandparents are Betty Parrish and Van McGinnis of
Murray and Joe and Pat MacPherson of Omaha, Neb. Maternal greatgrandmother is Edith Hart of Springville, Tenn.

Beane selected for scholarship
Nathan Beane of El Dorado,
Ark., a student at South Arkansas
Community College, has been chosen to receive a

si,00g -scholarship through the

.4•Nanamoveirott.

Coca-Cola TwoYear Colleges
Scholarship
Program.
Beane is the
son of Randy
and Janet Beane
Beane s
of El Dorado. He
is the grandson of Mrs. Bertha
Beane of 194 Pods Rd., Murray.

Carbon Monoxide Poisoning
(continued from lost week)
To help protejt you and your family from carbon monoxide, follow these safety steps:
*Purchase cartoon monoxide detectors for your home.
•Have gas-burning appliances and venting and chimney systems in your home inspected at the
beginning of each heating season by a professional technician.
+ono% directions for proper installation and maintenance of gas-burning appliance,
•Check pilot lights) on natural gas-burning appliances for a clear blue flame.
•Do not use the oven or gas range for heating your home.
.
•Do not let the fireplace or space heater run while you are sleeping.
•Never use charcoal grills in your home or tent, only use charcoal grills in well-ventilated area
•Neser leave your car running in the garage. even if the garage door is
open
•
*Do not sleep in a parked car while the engine is on.
•Have your car's exhaust system inspected for possible leaks.
•Never let ryi- eers travel Of sleep in a covered bed of a pickup truck.

Walter's
Pharmacy
604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Four Rivers Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Aug. 5,
at 2 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is
for musicians and listeners. For information call Velvaleen at 7536979 or Jack at 753-1752.

Home Educators will meet
Murray -( ailoway County Home Educators will hold their first parents' meeting for the school year 2001-2002 with a family potluck
on Monday, Aug. 6, at 6 p.m. at the courthouse pavilion of MurrayCalloway County Park. To kick off the new school year, all veteran
and "new" homeschool families are invited and encouraged to attend.
Information about homeschooling, joining the support group and a
calendar of activities for the school year, etc., will be available. For
information call Brian and Jennifer Eells at 759-1098 or Joey and
Joann Crenshaw at 759-9945.

MWC Board will meet --

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday, Aug. 6. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Mary Ann Russell, president, urges all board members to attend.

PA will meet Monday
Parents Anonymous will meet Monday, Aug. 6.
more information call 753-0082.

at 6 p.m. For

Lodge meeting Monday

Kolson Klay Gilbert Boyd

NO CHECKS
Matinees Everyday June 2 - Aug. 5

Four Rivers on Sunday

Murray Lodge tio. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday, Aug. 6, at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple on Highway 121
North

School supplies needed
Need Line of Murray and Calloway County will be assisting local
students of low-income families with school supplies on Aug. 4 from
9 a.m. to noon on each day, Donations of school supplies or contributions to purchase school supplies are needed and can be delivered
to Need Line's office at 804 Story Ave., Murray. For more information contact Mandi Yates, American Humanics intern with Need Line
at 753-6333

Biggest baby shower Saturday
Another of the World's Biggest Baby Shower will be Saturday,
Aug. 4, from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the University Church of Christ
(back entrance). More than 35 exhibits and tables will be set up to
provide helpful information for families with babies and young children. Gifts, refreshments and door prizes will also be featured. For
more information call -759-9592, 762-7333, 762-7410 or 753-6031.

Market on courtsquare
Murray Main Street announces Downtown Saturday Market to be
from 8 a.m. to noon on the courtsguare. Featured will be fresh produce and other special items.

Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert for an electric refrigerator and an electric stove for
a family of six has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center, Any *Sim having these items to donate is asked
to call-the center at 762-7333

higher education institutions granting two-year degrees.
The program complements the
Foundation's Coca-Cola Scholars Pyle reception on Sunday
A reception in honor of Yvette Pyle, new principal at Calloway
Program which annually awards
County
High School, will be Sunday, Aug. 5, from 2 to 4 p.m. in
$1.8 in college scholarships to.
the
meeting
room of the Calloway County Board of Education. The
250 outstanding high school sen- public is invited.
iors.
To be eligible fOr the scholMohler reunion Sunday
arship, students must be nominated
The annual Mohler family reunion will be Sunday, Aug. 5, at the
by the- president or chief executive officer, of the school. Stu- Senior Citizens Center at Benton. A potluck meal will be served about
12:30 p.m. For more information call 489-2285.
dents nominated must have
demonstrated academic success
Holland reunion Saturday
and 100 hours of community servThe descendants of Daniel Holland will meet Saturday, Aug. 4, at
ice in the past year.
Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Murray, for the
annual reunion. The group will meet at 2 p.m. for visiting and will
take a break to eat at 5 p.m. For more information call Beth Brubaker at 759-9893 or Mary Holland Goodwin at 753-7817.

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, August 5 • 2:00-4:00 p.m.

Calloway County Schools Start Thursday August 9

1/2 0,;(041,
1544 Mockingbird - Martin Heights Subdivision
Beautiful home in desirable area. Open floor plan, 3 bedroom. 2 bath,
freshly painted throughout, all new carpet, new ceramic tile in baths.
kitchen & utility. Central gas heat and air new in '94. New roof. nicv
storage building with electricity. Priced at $129,900. MLS #3002098

KOPPERUID REALTY
711 Main St.

753-1222

PRICE

SALE
Thole The End of August

Hoffman's
Inc.

Gift LI Garden Center
Hwy.94 East • Murray • 759-4512
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8-4
Sat. 8-1, Closed Sun.
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WKMS introduces Pinstripe Suite' debut at Fringe Fest

eclectic selections
Beginning at 9 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 4, WKMS will introduce Sounds Eclectic, a weekly
two-hour mix of new releases and
live performances by headline and
independent artists.
Hosted by Nic Harcourt, Sounds
Eclectic allows listeners to discover artists before they "break it
big." Live in-studio concerts present intimate acoustic performances from singer/ songwriters as well
as fully orchestrated bands, showcasing a rich cross-culture mix.
The program comes from studios
at KCRW-FM, Santa Monica,
through Public Radio International.
"We welcome this opportunity
to bring in new and younger
artists," said Program Director
Mark Welch. "We've always had
a vocal audience for Beyond the
Edge, Saturday at 11 p.m., and
World Cafe', Sand-as at 1 p.m.,

and we believe Sounds Eclectic will
have the same appeal."
In an era of radio and music
industry consolidation, Sounds
Eclectic celebrates the artists. Independent labels are often locked
out of the play list system and
unsigned musicians have little
chance to be heard. From Macy
Gray to Beck, Radiohead to Travis,
this program looks ahead and sets
trends.
In 1999, Harcourt oversaw production of a compact disc compilation of live in-studio performances. Released under the
name Morning Becomes Eclectic
artists include Sixpence None the
Richer and Lyle Lovett.
online
at
Hear
WKMS
wkms.org. Call WKMS at 1-800599-4737 for a listening guide and
more information about Murray
State University's listener supported public radio service.

EDINBURGH,Scotland - "Pinstripe Suite,"
a play by Murray, Ky. playwright Constance
Alexander, opens at Edinburgh's Fringe Fesrival on Aug. 5 and runs through Aug. 27.
Veteran actor Mark Read brings the character Hal Fulmer to life in this one-man
show that dramatizes' a middle manager's
final hours on the payroll at a major corporation after he has been "downsized."
A play in poetic form, "Pinstripe Suite"
made its world premiere at the 1994 West
Kentucky Playwrights Festival in Murray.
Since that first performance, the mono-drama
has ben produced by university and professional theatres in Kentucky, Massachusetts,
New York and Pennsylvania.
After the Fringe Festival, Mark Read
plans to tour "Pinstripe Suite" to northern
Ireland.
Read, who has international acting credits in Portugal, Spain, Venezuela, Uruguay
and Vietnam, saw a newspaper review of
"Pinstripe Suite" when it was presented by
the miniature theatre of Chester, Mass.

"Ever since I read the
review," Read said, "I
wanted to play the role
of Hal Fulmer."
In April, Read performed "Pinstripe Suite"
in Boulder, Colo. Critic
Patrick Dorn said the play
"provides artistic aMmu.
Alexander
nition for endangered
executives to help make
sense of their desperate situations. But instead
of offering an encouraging shot in the arm,
Ms. Alexander aims higher. 'Suite' takes
potshots at the mentality behind corporate
downsizing, exposing it as just another form
of Russian roulette."
Playwright Alexander remarked, "I am so
pleased that international audiences will see
"Pinstripe Suite" this year. Unfortunately,
the subject matter is quite timely, as every
day seems to bring news of mergers, acquisitions and restructurings that leave thousands of workers without jobs."

Ms. Alexander, a former AT&T executive, is familiar with the jargon and procedures that accompany corporate restructuring. "In some weird ways," she says, "nothing much has changed in the world of mass
firings, even in the dot.com age. Top executives get 'golden parachutes' and middle
managers get an hour to clean out their
desks before they're escorted to the door
by security. By the time you get down to
the hourly level, there is no respect for the
individual."
The biggest arts festival in the world,
the Fringe hosts around 16,000 performances around the city of Edinburgh every
August. Known for presenting "cutting edge
theatre," according to its Web site, the festival dates back to 1947. Famous artists and
actors such as Emma Thompson, John Cleese,
Ralph Richardson and Ian McKellen have
graced the stages of past festivals.
For additional information visit the Web
site at www.edfringe.com.

Ansel Adams centenary celebrated with exhibition
SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — The
first comprehensive exhibition of
Ansel Adams' work since his death
in 1984 reinforces his status as
America's foremost nature photographer and secures a place for
his work on museum walls.
"The idea of the exhibition is
to try to show Adams as an artist,
not as a conservationist or a politician or a photography teacher,"
said John Szarkowski, who knew
Adams and curated the show, which
opens Saturday at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Szarkowski spent nearly four

years going through a dozen public and private collections looking
for the best prints of Adams' finest
photos. He came away with a new
understanding of how Adams saw
the world.
"The great central gift that Ansel
made to the rest of us is the realization that the natural world is
not a static thing," Szarkowski
said. "It's not fundamentally a
matter of geology, it's a living,
changing, organic thing."
Sandra Phillips, SFMoMA's senior curator of photography, added
that the exhibition will show a

different side of Adams. "Some
of the pictures we all know, but
fully a third of them will be
unknown. I think it will be a
starker show, a more visually complicated, but interesting show," she
said.
Adams' black and white images
were highly detailed and unusually lighted. He often cropped out
the sky or the foreground and
chose, instead, to focus on a stump
or a boulder field or a sheer granite wall. His work appears to realistically portray his subject matter.

He worked much of his magic
in the darkroom, often printing
the same negative hundreds of times
to try to imbue the photo with
the passion he felt for its subject
matter.
In "Moonrise, Hernandez, New
Mexico," considered by many to
be Adams' masterwork, a nearly
full moon in a darkening sky casts
an ethereal glow on the crosses
in a small cemetery.
Adams actually took the photo
in mid-afternoon, according to Mary
Street Alinder, who co-wrote
Adams' autobiography.

Farmer sows seeds, lets public reap beans
FALLSBURG, Ky.(AP)— Crowds of sweatY
people crouch in the green bean-filled rows
of Don Chaffin's farm.
Some fill up a bucket or two with crispy
legumes. while others fill several bushels.
The heat is stifling, but the pickers don't
seem to mind as long as they're getting their
share of beans.
"There is nothing better than free food,
especially when it's farm-grown beans," says
one woman as she pulls beans from the vines.
"These are some good-looking beans, I tell
you."
Chaffin, 70, has about eight acres of green
beans on his farm that he is allowing people
to come pick — for free.
"I'm not a Christian and I'll do just about
anything to have a good time, but it just feels
good to give back to the community," Chaffin said as he puffed on a cigarette and leaned
back in the worn green recliner in his living
room. "I can't take all this with me, you
know."
Chaffin said he believes "it does people
good to give stuff away."
Melanie Conipton agrees.

"You wouldn't see very many people working like he does, then give it all away," she
said, wiping her brow. "He's out here in this
sun and works like a dog just to turn around
and let people pick all the beans they want.
Chaffin began farming beans for the public's picking several years ago, when he
received free seeds from the Christian Appalachian Project in Louisa.
Now, the green bean giveaway has become
a community tradition.
Chaffin, a retiree from Special Metals in
Huntington, W.Va., said he puts in countless
hours plowing the land, planting the seeds
and tending the plants.
"Beans are high when you go to buying
them. They can cost about $20 a bushel," he
said. "So, people are really happy to come
get free beans."
Chaffin also grows corn, tomatoes and cabbage to give away, but he has more beans
than anything else.
Lawrence County Sheriff Bobby Workman
said he and his family pick beans every year
at Chaffin's.
He called Chaffin a generous, caring per-

son who is always willing to help others.
"A lot of people have come there and he
has given beans to all of them," Workman
said. "This year has been so wet, so many
people haven't been able to get beans from
their own gardens."
Chaffin said some of the bean recipients
have promised him homemade pies and other
gifts, but he has yet to see any of them.
He does, however, get a lot of Christmas
cards every year from grateful bean pickers.
"He just does it out of the kindness of his
heart," said Helen Wright, a longtime friend.
"He'll work himself to death to help someone else."
Wright predicted Chaffin would continue
to plant his crops until "he can't walk anymore." That's just part of his stubborn personality, she said.
Chaffin is a widower with two daughters
and a son. He also has four grandchildren.
"Letting people pick these beans is fun. I
get to meet a lot of people and I get to see
the gleam in their eyes," he said.

Evangelist is part preacher, part Elvis Presley
DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) —
Evangelist Leroy Jenkins sings like
Elvis and has the king's hairdo.
The stage at his church looks
like a set for a community theater production: White stage lights
shine on statues of elephants,
camels and giraffes, surrounded
by palm trees and three waterfalls.
Jenkins says Liberace called
him flamboyant.
After 30 years, Jenkins' Healing Waters Cathedral has grown into
an enterprise that includes nationwide TV broadcasts and steady sales
of his "healing water" at $1.40

per plastic gallon jug.
This, despite his conviction for
arson conspiracy in 1979, and his
controversial marriage this year. The
bride was a 71-year-old millionaire widow whose relatives accused
Jenkins of trying to steal her
money.
"He took a little bit of Jesus
and a little bit of Elvis and meshed
them together," said Damian Chapa,*
who will play Jenkins in a movie
the evangelist is producing about
his life.
Brodmon Drakeford, 47, a
Cincinnati relative of the widow,
Eloise Thomas, has a different

view.
"Leroy Jenkins is in it for Leroy
Jenkins," Drakeford said.
Jenkins, 64, said he is the illegitimate son of a Cherokee woman
who abandoned him in a field.
His grandmother gave him to a
couple, who raised him in Greenwood. S.C., he said.
At age IS, Jenkins ran away
to Texas, then Atlanta, where he

got married for the first of three
times. An accident that nearly severed his arm led to his life of
evangelism, he said.
His doctors told him that if his
arm wasn't amputated, he would
die of gangrene. Instead, he said
he went to a tent revival. Jenkins
said he was "filled with the Holy
Ghost" and his fingers began to
move.

GUEST SOLOIST...Rhonda Roberts, right, sang two selections, "God Is Moving" and "His Eye Is On the Sparrow"
at the July brunch of Christian Women of Murray held at
Green Horse Restaurant. Mrs. Roberts is a special education teacher and has recently made a CD of selections
with the backup by choir of First Baptist Church. At left
is Allene Knight, pianist, who accompanied her. The next
brunch will be Friday, Aug. 17. All women of the area, are
invited.

NYC mayor takes stage
turn in finale of six-year
NEW YORK (AP) — For the
final night of the "Viva Verdi!"
marathon, even Mayor Rudolph
Giuliani was willing to take a
supporting role.
"Falstaff," Verdi's 28th opera.
is an ensemble work, with 10
primary singers whose voices, acting and timing must click just right.
Minutes into the first scene at
the Garter Inn. Giuliani was up
on stage in the non-speaking role
of Falstaff's second wine server.
not a role associated with someone used to being the primo don.
But this was a celebratory
night, and everyone was second-

DR. ALEX ARGOTTE
Cte4%eiwit SW/csalfig

Car insurance
with no State Form Agent?
I'm not that brave.

Mayfield, KY
Dit. Nate 4i0e.4.4.We$

tote

State farm Customer
lohn Wooird

Alligator specialist Jahn Woolard has no problem wrestling with reptiles But ask him
to grapple with cut-rate car insurance? No way Play it safe with your car insurance
Get reliable service and competitive rates from me. your State farm Agent

Mark Lewis, Agent
305 North 12th Street
Murray, KY
753-9627

Like a good neighbor, State Porn is there'.
Stow fawn mutual Autorrrowie insurance company ow at au)
Slaw Finn Inderivslw Como"(04.1) • Home offices Sioorreauton, minor, statefarm.COrtl'

• Breast Surgery
• Gallbladder/Hemia
• Cancer Surgery
• Skin/Wound Care
• Reflux

• Pacemakers
• Carotid Artery
• Aneurysms
• Vericose Veins
• Leg Artery Bypass

Dr. Argotte is currently welcoming new patients to his practice in
Mayfield. Dr. Argotte graduated from Indiana University School of
Medicine and completed his surgical training at the State University
of New York. He practiced for three years in Florida before
establishing a practice in Mayfield.
Dr. Argotte's practice includes general surgery, thoracic surgery
(diseases of the lungs) and vascular surgery (diseases of the arteries
and veins). He also specializes in wound care and dialysis grafts and
catheters.
For more information or to make an appointment,
—
Dr. Argotte can be reached at(270) 251-4545

ary to Giuseppe Verdi. who died
on Jan. 27, 1901, and has been
honored this year throughout the
music world.

CHEROKEE IRE
STEAKHOUSE
Located at TN/KY State Line.
From Paris Landing 5 Miles On
Hwy. 119. From Murray 15 min.
South on 121. Follow signs.
Phone: 270436-5566
901-232-6006

CHEROKEE
• HILLS
STEAKHOUSE
is adding a Buffet
for $9.95 every
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
Great entree
such as:
BBQ Ribs
Catfish
Fajitas
BBQ Pork
Chicken
Pizza
and much, much
more. Conic by
and share our
country
atmosphere and
enjoy our great
food & service.
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ttrray-Calloway County
(/Directory of Churches
ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat 10.15 a.m.
Worship
Sat. WOO a.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF 601)
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
Church Training
5 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6:30 p.m
1000 a.m.
Sunday School .
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
6.00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
1000 a.m. & 6.00 p.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
10:45 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship Services
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6.45 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
1045a.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
,Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
1045 am. & 6. p.m.
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
Worship
8,9.15 & 1030 a.m
Sun. Schools
8.9:15 & 1030 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m
Wed. Worship
7 p.m
HAZEL BAPTIST
10.30 a.m. & 636 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Church Training
530 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7.00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service 11:00 a m & 600 p.m.
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
6-30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Preaching
I 1 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7.00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Sunday School
14P00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m
Wednesday Worship
7-00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
I st Sunday
2 00 p.m.
.3rd Sunday
200 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB FREEWILL
BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
Worship
11 00 am
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11.00 ain
Evening Worship
600 p.m
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
100)) a m

Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
11 a.m. & p m.
Worship
OAK GROVE
Ilam & 7 p.m.
Worship
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 a.m.
5:30 p.m.
Prayer Service
Church
600 p.m.
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
8:45 a.m. & 11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 am.
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worship
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
11 am..6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
9:00 a.In .
Worship Services
10 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Discipleship Training
6 p.m.
ST.JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
. 10 a.m.
11 am.& 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
1030 a.m. St 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m

Children's Sun. School
11 a.m.
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday. Home Groups
6:00 pm
IMPACT PRAISE &
WORSHIP CENTER
10 a.m.
Sun. Celebration Services
Wed. Spiritual Training Classes 7 p.m.
Fri. Celebration Services
7 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Night
Sunday Morning
10:00 a.m.
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.
UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m.
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
Friday Worship
7 p.m.

OUR NEWSPAPER SYMBOLIZES
OUR FREEDOM IN THIS LAND

HARMONEY MENNONITE
CHURCH
94
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Service
7:30 p.m.
NEW LIFE
Thursday - Bible Study
7 p.m.
Sundays - Worship
1030 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHURCH OF
GOD IN CHRIST
1/4 miles west of Lynn Grove on Hwy

What did you do with your newspaper? You
probably scan the headlines and read the
stories that interest you; then flip through the
rest of the paper, with a brief stop at the
editorial page to compare your opinions with
everyone else's. You then continue onto the
community events: club meetings, receptions,
art exhibits, concerts and all manner of
activities. You will then notke one of the
most important features of this newspaper:
the House of Worship directory, giving the
times and sermon topics of the various
services, hoping that you will attend
one regularly.
But before you discard this newspaper,
stop and think of what it represents. It's one
of the most visible and tangible symbols of
the freedom which we enjoy In this great
nation of ours.

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
.
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Worship Service
10:15 a m.
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30,a.m.
Bible School
9:30 a.m.
Eveninc Service
600 p hi

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES
Sunday School
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed

10 30 a al
10:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
12-3 p m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m_
Wed. Bible Study
7:00 p.m
DEXTER
Sunday School
9-30 a.m
Worship
10.30 a.m &6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.rn
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10.00 a m
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
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For All Special Occasi,,lis
304 Main St., Murray, KY 42071
270)753-1300 • Toll Free 1-888-367-6757
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JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
9:30 a.in.
Public Talk
Watchtower Study
10:30 a.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Worship
8:00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:15 a.m.

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.rn.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Worship
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 a.m. SC 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
Sunday Priesthood
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:10 a.m.
Sacrament Meeting
12:10 p.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.rn.
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.rn
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Holy Eucharist
9:30 a.m.
5. 15 p.m.
Wed. Holy Eucharist

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 a.m

trea-t-c-Ittiss.ts. 14)/te, 'pa ire Ar(.

SUPPLY

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.

206 E. Main
753-8194

"Serving Your Needsfor Over 25 Years'
403 S. L.P. Miller • 753-0212

SATELLITE & ANTENNA

d sh
% 0 N

500 North 4th Street
270-759-0901

GALLERIES
759-4522

507 N. 12th • 753-8841

JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
11:00 a m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship-Serv.
11:00-7:30 p.m
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10 a.m. & 6 p.m
Worship

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
1045 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.rn
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

BOONE
CLEANERS

Hrs:Sun.-Thurs.10 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. &Sat. 10 a.m.-11p.m.

753-2552

1510 Chestnut St. • Murray (At Five Points)

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
270-767-3660

Office Technology Specialists
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

Calloway Monument Co.
1707 West Main
Murray
'We have over 50 years'experience
We are here to serve you and your loved ones

753-1962

212 E. Main St.

CARROLL TIRE &
WHEEL ALIGNMENT,INC.
1305 N. 12th St.
Murray

753-1489

Michelin - Regul - BF Goodrich -Multi-Mile

753-5719
Call in or fax your order!
Phone: 759-3663
Fax: 759-3329

605 Main St.,
Murray, KY

he1)
Mirray Bank

405 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY
270.753.5626
Member FDIC

How Balkuig Should Be

Murray
Appliance

WOODWFTWS

Arbqs'

HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER .
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m
Praise and Worship
Wednesday Family Training
7 p.m

L.111NDItlf

in design and craftsmanship"

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
1000 a.m
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship

High Quality Lubes & Fuel

RENTAU-SALES

Hwy.641 North

FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
10-11 a.m. & 700 p.m
Sun. Ser.

612 S. 9th St.

BEASLEY'S

200 East Main Street • 753-8201

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m

Belcher Oil Company,Inc.

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

CENTER

CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1030 a.rn
Worship
6:30 p.m

Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

FIVE EtTAFI

Street

200-206 East Main • 753-3361

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10:00 a in
11-00 a.m. & 600 p.m
Church
Wednesday
7:00 p.m

Thornton Tile and Marble

tr. rm..

NvE
HOLESALE
LECTRIC

PENTECOSTAL
APOSTOLIC PENTECOSTAL
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 5 p.m

hiti j)(1,.ft. iM)S'Ni

1400 N. 12TH • MURRAY, KY 00000

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

=MO

COLDWATER
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 a.m.
Sunday School
9:50 a.m

Evening Worship
600 p.m.
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
1000 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
1050 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Cain's*
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH-DODGE•JEEP

10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
10:00 a.m. to 1 p.m.
630 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

When the press Is free and every
man is able to read all Is safe.
— Thomas Jefferson
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:00 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10:00 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:45 a in

NAZARENE
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
945 a.m
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
6:30 p.m

at Main St Youth Center

Worship 2nd Sun.
Worship 4th Sun.
Tuesday

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5:00 pm
Sunday
9.00 a.m.
Holy Eve
7:00 p.m
Holy Day
6:00 pm.
ST. LEO'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
5:15 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Sunday Masses
a m & 10 a.m.

Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
MT. HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship
1100 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
945 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
945 a.m.
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening
6:00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
WAYMEN CHAPEL AME CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Service
11:00 a.m

753-1586

The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
—Romans 10:8

MURRA1
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In His Service: Churches List Speakers

Cumberland College photo

AT CONFERENCE...Pictured at the Pastors' conference at
Cumberland College, Williamsburg, are (l-r) Joe Pat and Hilda
Winchester and Jean and Charles Hal Shipley.

Local pastors attend
annual conference at
Cumberland College
WILLIAMSBURG, Ky. — Pastors, their families and other church staff
members attended Cumberland College's 10th annual Pastor/Staff and
Family Conference July 16-18.
The conference is a three-day event for church workers and theii families
a time for spiritual renewal and relaxation through inspirational messages,
Bible study, seminars, fellowship and recreation.
In attendance from here were Joe Pat and Hilda Winchester and Charles
Hal and Jean Shipley. Rev. Winchester is pastor of Hilltop Baptist Church
and Rev. Shipley is retired as pastor of Oak Grove Baptist Church in Trigg
County.
During the three-day session, attendees have the opportunity to participate in fellowship with other pastors and support staff. They also enjoy messages and worship services provided by appointed personnel.
This year's program included Conference Pastor, Rev. Rick Bowden,senior pastor of Ormsby Heights Baptist Church, Louisville; seminar leader, Dr.
Vernon Cole, director of Church Growth and Administration Division of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention: Bible study leader, Dr. Bob Dunston, professor of religion and chair of the Religion and Philosophy Department at
Cumberland College; and music leader, Rev. Emory Riley, minister of music
at First Baptist Church, Hopkinsville.
For more information about next year's conference to be held July 15-17,
2002, contact Wes Roy, church relations board director, at 1-606-539-4154.

Russell Chapel set to
hold revival services
Russell Chapel United Methodist
Church will have revival services
starting Sunday, Aug. 5, and continuing through Tuesday. Aug. 7.
The Rev. Harold Mason. pastor
of First United Methodist Church,
McKenzie, Tenn., will be the speaker at the services at 7 p.m. each

evening.
A potluck meal will be served
Sunday at 6 p.m. prior to the opening service.
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor, will speak at the 9:45 a.m. service Sunday. The public is invited to
attend all the services.

Family Crusade will be
at Bethel Pentecost
Bethel Pentecostal Church of
God will have a family crusade
starting Sunday, Aug. 5, and continuing through Wednesday. Aug. 8.
The Davenport Family from
Stockbridge, Mich., will be the
evangelists for the services to be at 7

p.m. nightly.
The Rev. Shelby Underhill. pastor, invites the public to attend the
services at the church, located nine
miles from Murray on Highway 94
East.

ReligionBri
WASHINGTON
I AP)
—
Legislation opening government
programs to religious groups bars
prayer and preaching with tax dollars — unless a participant pays with
a voucher.
And while it attracted little attention during last month's debate, the
bill approved by the House gives
Cabinet secretaries the authority to
convert up to $47 billion worth of
social spending into vouchers. That
would allow participants in afterschool, anti-crime and other programs the chance to shop around for
religious or secular services. And it
could allow for significant government money for programs that
weave religion into the fabric of
their programs.
Under the bill approved by the

House, these programs are not eligible for direct funding, a change that
angered conservatives who argue
that God-centered programs are
among the most effective at helping
people change their lives.

CALL

CRIME Ali
ROWERS
OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500

REVIVAL
Sugar, Creek Baptist Church

Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
Seventh-day
Adventist:
Worship services will be Saturday
at 9 a.m. with Sabbath School at
10:15 a.m. David Holton is pastor.
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian: The
Rev. Terry Vasseur, pastor, will
speak about "Living In the
Remembrance of Him" with scripture from Jude 17:25 at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Jim Cain will be in
charge of children's time. Dennis
Gardner, Dean Cochrum and
Margaret Nell Boyd will be in
charge of the music.
Emmanuel Baptist: The Rev.
Paul McWherter, pastor, will speak
about "A Man Sent from God"(His
Message, Ministry and Motivation)
with scripture from John 1:6 at the
11 a.m. worship service, and about
"What About the Papacy?" with
scripture from Matthew 23:1-12 at
the 6 p.m. worship service.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
will speak about "Full Barns" with
scripture from Luke 12:13-21 at
the 9 a.m. worship service.
Pastor's assistant will be Jo Lovett
with Bradley Tate and Todd Sexton
as ushers. Children's Church will
be directed by Tina Sexton.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
followed by the non-traditional
service at 11 a.m. with Ronnie
Hutson as speaker and Donna
Parker, April Arnold and Tina
Sexton leading the singing.
University Church of Christ:
Alan Cooper, pulpit minister, will
speak about Are You on The
Lord's Side?" at the 10 a.m. worship service and about "Because
He Lives" at the - -6--p-.m: worship
service. Danny Claiborne is worship leader with Jeremy Bell as
youth director and Charley Bazzell
as campus director.
Elm Grove Baptist: Dr. Todd
Buck, pastor, will speak at the 10
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Ray Hays, choir director, will lead
the music. Special music at the
morning hour will be by Angela
Rowlett and by Bretteni Farris, and
at the evening hour by the Buck
Family. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m. and Discipleship Training at 5
p.m. For information call 753-7321
or 436-2204.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist:
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor.
will speak about at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Diana Tatlock is
choir director and Betty Poole and
Ginny Shropshire are accompanists. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist:
The Rev. Michael Blake, pastor,
will speak about at the 9 a.m. worship service. Ralph Robertson is
choir director and Carmaleta
Eldridge is pianist, Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday Bible
Study will be at 9 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist: Dennis
Norvell, pastor. will speak about
"An Impossible Command" with
scripture from Hebrews 11:17-22
at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship
services, and about "How to Stay
on Top of Your Circumstances"
Proverbs
with scripture from
18:14 at the 7 p.m. worship service. Ryker Wilson. minister of
music, will lead the worship services with Susan Reynolds, Hazel
Brandon, Anita Bradley, Jennifer
Wilson and Carol Kelly as accompanists. Sunday School will be at

10 a.m. and Discipleship Training
at 6 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ:
Richard Guill, minister, will speak
at the 10:15 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.
Immanuel Lutheran: The Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will speak
about "What's Your One Thing?"
with scripture from Luke 10:38-42
at the 10:30 a.m. Holy Communion
worship service for the ninth
Sunday after Pentecost. Charles
Benzing will serve as elder.
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class will be at 9 a.m., social Hour
at 9:15 a.m. and church picnic at
11:45 a.m.
Glendale Rd. Church of
Christ: John Dale, pulpit minister,
will speak about "...to the Lord,
and not to men" with scripture from
Ecclesiastes 9:10 and Colossians
3:23-25 at the 9 a.m. worship
service, and about "Foundations of
Faith: 'The Coming of the Messiah
and His Kingdom- with scripture
from Matthew 1:18-25, 3:1-3 at the
6 p.m. worship service. Curtis
Darnall will direct the song services. Garry Evans is involvement
minister, Alan Martin is outreach
minister and Nick Hutchens is
youth minister. A short worship
service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
Classes at 10 a.m.
Grace Baptist: The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. and six
p.m. worship services. John Wood
is minister of music with Dwane
Jones and Oneida White as
accompanists. The choir will sing "I
Stand Amazed" at the morning
hour and "So Send I You" at the
evening hour. Sunday School be
at 9:30 a.m. and Church-wide
Singing at 5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor,
will speak about "The More
Excellent Way" with scripture from
1 Corinthians 12:27-31 at.the 10:45
a.m. worship service. Margaret
Boone is choir director and Mandie
Green is organist. The choir will
sing "The Gift of Love." Also assisting will be the Rev. Ann Marie
Montgomery, co-pastor, liturgist,
and Joe and Gail Baust, ushers.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
and Korean worship service at 4
p.m.
Memorial Baptist: The Rev.
Jim Simmons, pastor. will speak at
the 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. His morning topic will be
"When God Moves You From the
superficial to the Supernatural"
with scripture from Malachi 3:1-3.
Paul Adams is minister of music
with Kathy Thweatt and Misty
Williams as accompanists. The
sanctuary choir will sing "As the
Deer" at the morning hour. Also
assisting will be David Ramey and
Jeff Graves. Sunday School will be
at 9:40 a.m. and a reception honoring Rev. and Mrs. Simmons for
15 years of service will be from 2
to 3:30 p.m.
Baptist: Glenn
Westside
Sportmans's
Chappelear,
Outreach (NAMB) and Pro-bass
fisherman, will speak at the 10:30
a.m. worship service. Mark Whitt,
director of Baptist Student Union
at Murray State and recent missionary to Kazahkstan, will speak
at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Tommy Scott is minister of music.
The choir will sing "The Lamb Has
Overcome" and Jill Herndon will
sing a solo at the mbrning hour.
Special music at the evening hour
will be by Jerry and Rita Burkeen,

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.•(270) 674-5530

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Completely Erected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpentei Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0C
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
NI Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

A. 4- concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12- footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. #1 studds.
0.0
G. 7 1/16. Blondes
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

"People Who Care"
Deluxe Models

- p.m.
AUGUST 6-10, 7
SPEAKER - BRO.SCOTT McDUFFIE
Please join us for good singing, messages and fellowship!
Nursery available nightly.
1888 Faxon Road, Murray, KY • 436-2492

Hardboard Siding
1 CAR (12x20)
$4.225
S5.025
2 CAR (1800)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
S5.325
$5.525
2 CAR (24x24)
$6.125
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
(30X30)
$7.475
LARGE 3 CAR

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24#24)
LARGE 2'. CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)

$4,725
S5,425
$5.725
$5,875
S6,625
57.875

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

John Scott and Martin Severns.
Assisting will be Mark Morgan and
Randall
Winchester. Jeremy
Hudgin is minister of students and
Lisa Whitt is minister of children.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell Ray,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. His
morning topic will be "The State of
the Church Address." Jeff Stewart
will have the children's sermon.
Mike Crook is minister of music
with Margaret Wilkins and Lisa
Ray as accompanists. The sanctuary choir will sing "Praise Him!
People of God" and Brenda Hines
will sing "Upon This Rock" at the
morning hour. Brenda Williams will
sing "Faithful to Me" at the evening
hour. Assisting will be the Rev.
Terry Garvin, associate pastor, Dr.
David Eaton and Bill Adams.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Christian: John Fuqua
will speak about "The Big Picture"
with scripture from Psalm 37:1-7 at
the 10:15 a.m, worship service.
Mark Dycus is choir director with
Angie Thome as organist. The
choir will sing "In Your House, 0
Lord." Sarah Curd will be worship
leader and Elizabeth Dawson and
Anna Hutchison will be acolytes.
Assisting will be Ruth Daughaday,
Helen Campbell, Tim Allbritten,
Terry Hart, Vickie Homer, Denny
Lane, Rebecca Landolt and June
Vander Molen. Erica Cheatham is
youth director and Nancy Manning
is visitation committee member.
Sunday School Will be at 9 a.m.
and Youth Group at 7 p.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: The
Rev. Jeffrey D. Elliott, pastor. will
speak about "Where Do We Go
Now?" at 11 a.m. service and
about "the Fourth Beast" with scripute from Daniel 7 at the 6 p.m.
service. The study of the book of
Acts will be at Wednesday Bible
Study.
First United Methodist: The
Rev. Larry Daniel. pastor, will
speak at the 8:45 and 11 a.m. worship services. Norma J. Reed,
minister of discipleship, will be
liturgist and Mady Trevathan and
Katy Garrison will be acolytes.
Pam Wurgler is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist.
Calvary Temple: Bro. J.H.
Lipford, pastor, will speak at the
10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
services. Bill and Pat Balentine
and Dee Lipford will be in charge
of the music with Toy Ross assisting.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist: The Rev. Jack
Dickerson, pastor, will speak at the
worship service.
10:45 a.m.
Acolytes will be Heather McGinnis
and Kristen Phillips. Greeters will
be Darrell and Diane Clark.
Ushers will be Mitch Jackson,
Brian McClard, Darren Clark and
Kyle Erwin. Children's time will be
by Ronnie Guthrie.,
New Providence Baptist: The
Rev. Bobby Joe Edmonson, new
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Northside Baptist: The Rev.
Brett Miles, pastor. will speak at
the 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services. Max McGinnis is song
leader with Joy Young and
Janeann Turner as accompanists.

Sunday School will be at 9 a.m.
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist:
The Rev. Lester Peebles, pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship
service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist: The Rev. Tim
Cole, pastor, will speak at 10:30
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Gwyn Key and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists.
Greater Hope Baptist: The
Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor, will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service with Sunday School at
9:30 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church: Fr.
Ray Goetz, pastor, will conduct
masses at 5:15 p.m. Saturday and
8 and 10 a.m. on Sunday.
Russell C. United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. worship
service Sunday and at 7 p.m. service Wednesday. Red Woods is
songleader with Margie Charlton
as pianist. Sunday School will be
at 11 a.m. and Wednesday service
at 7 p.m.
Palestine United Methodist:
The Rev. David Allbritton, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and Wednesday
Bible Study at 7 p.m.
Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale
Mewman will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 5 p.m. worship services at the
church at 513C South 12th St.,
Murray.'Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. For 'information call cell
phone 994-3074.
Bethel Fellowship: The Rev.
Shelby Underhill, pastor. will speak
at the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship
services.

Reception
for Simmons
held at
Memorial
Baptist
The Rev, Jim Simmons will be
celebrating 15 years of service to
Memorial Baptist Church on
Sunday, Aug. 5.
The deacons
and their wives
host a
will
reception
on
Sunday from 2
to 3:30 p.m. in
the church fellowship hall in
honor of the
Simmons family.
memAll
Simmons
former
bers,
members and friends are invited to
attend.
Rev. Simmons came to Murray
as director of the Baptist Student
Union at Murray State University
before becoming pastor at Memorial
church.
Rev. Simmons and his wife,
Murdena, have three children who
are Jimmy Simmons and Emily
Simmons, students at Oral Roberts
University, and Sarah, a student at
Murray High School.

•
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Will hold revival services Aug. 5th-7th
Make plans to worship the Savior

CALENDAR
Sunday, August 5
Potluck Dinner: 5:30 p.m.
Worship Service: 7:00 p.m.
Speaker: Rev. Don Faulkner, Pastor, Liberty C.P Church

Monday, August 6
Worship Service - 7:00 p.m.
S'peaker: Rev. Randy Lowe, Pastor, Oak trove C.P Church

Tuesday, August 7
Worship Service - 7:00 p.m.
Speaker: Rev. fames Fulton, Pastor, Unity C.P. Church

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THESE SPECIAL SERVICES!
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Vikings move on without Stringer
MAN KATO, Minn.(AP) — As the Minnesota Vikings' training camp resumed
without Korey Stringer, grief prevailed
•
over guilt.
His coaches said no one was to blame
for the Pro Bowl tackle's death from
complications from heatstroke. He collapsed after an intense Tuesday morning
practice a day after he skipped a sweltering workout.
"I hope that our team doesn't feel
any guilt," coach Dennis Green said.
The 335-pound Stringer had trouble
with the heat on Monday, and the heat
index in Mankato reached 110 degrees
the next day on the team's first day in
full pads.
Some could have been critical of the
Vikings for allowing him to practice, but
offensive line coach Mike Tice said
Stringer showed no warning signs.
"He didn't look like he needed water,"
Tice said. "He looked good on film, too.
He had a fantastic practice. He was
sharp. He was crisp. He got all his
blocks.-

Longtime trainer Fred Zamberletti
recalled Thursday how Stringer, 27, walked
off the field on his own and entered an
air-conditioned trailer set up as a makeshift
training room on the practice field.
"He went in there, walked around in
there," Zamberletti said. "The kid did
everything perfect. The paramedics thanked
us and said they appreciated what we've
done here."
Green again declined to discuss any
medical topics Thursday.
"I think that people can talk about
guilt, but tragedies are something that
aren't explainable."
The state of Minnesota is investigating to determine whether the team was
negligent, a standard practice for deaths
that occur in the workplace.
James Honerman, a spokesman for the
Minnesota Department of Labor and Industry, said the agency met with Vikings
officials "and they were very cooperative with us in our investigation."
State officials are talking to the team
about "what type of training the staff

and employees might have received with anyone embarrass him like that."
regards to heat-related illnesses," Honer- • While Green emphasized the importance
of returning to work, he stressed that
man said.
Filing past bouquets and balloons left the football part wasn't that important.
"A lot of good things happened on
by fans, the team returned to the field
to focus on football in conditions con- the field, and I think we took a small,
siderably cooler than earlier in the week. baby step that's iinportam to keep the
"Going on the field was hard for me," team together," he said. "At some point
Tice said. "I didn't think I could do it. we'll be working on a championship, but
Going to practice was good for us. It not right now. Right now, we're working on the team staying together. We're
kept your mind on positive things."
Players looked crisp throughout prac- spending a lot of time trying to provide
tice, and Cris Carter and Randy Moss all the support we can for Korey's fammade several spectacular catches during ily."
Stringer's family, including wife Kelci
a scrimmage.
and 3-year-old son Kodie, issued a stateStill, that didn't erase the pain.
"Losing him is tearing a hole inside ment Thursday thanking the public for
support.
of me," Tice said.
"The only thing that we ask as we
He added that Stringer was upset and
embarrassed Tuesday at a newspaper photo embark on our future without Korey is
that showed him doubled over during that you understand our need for privaMonday's practice. Some Vikings report- cy," the statement said. "We just need
edly needled Stringer about the picture. time."
It Wasn't clear whether an autopsy
"He wasn't really thrilled with that
picture," lice said. "He was out to prove would be performed. The Blue Earth Counhe was a leader and wasn't going to let ty coroner wouldn't comment Thursday.

At Immanuel-St. Joseph's Mayo Health
System hospital, where Stringer died and
a pathologist sometimes fills in for the
coroner, spokesman Kevin Burns said he
knew nothing about an autopsy. In general, Burns said, if a death isn't being
investigated as a criminal matter, an
autopsy isn't done unless requested by
family.
The Vikings canceled an intrasquad
scrimmage Friday night and offered ticketholders the chance to donate their refunds
to Korey's Crew, a community program
in the Minneapolis area that Stringer
established to encourage education, literacy, volunteerism and youth football participation.
The team also canceled a scrimmage
against Kansas City on Monday.
A private funeral service was scheduled for Friday in Edina, Minn. Public
viewing will follow.
A public viewing will be held in Warren, Ohio, Stringer's hometown, on Sunday. A private funeral service and burial will follow Monday in Warren.

Raptors get Olajuwon

GOLDEN SM1LES...A team of Calloway County High School girls' basketball
players won the gold medal at the Bluegrass State Games girls' 14-and-under
3-on-3 basketball tournament last weekend in Lexington. Team members are
(front row, from left) Halee Wyatt, Kalyn Fox, Chelsea Morris, (back row) Carrie Radke, coach Eddie Morris and Kelly Taylor.

HOUSTON (AP) — For the first "I'm excited. It's a new opportunity It was not about money. It was not
time in 17 years, the Houston Rock- to establish myself."
about respect. Hakeem is truly grateets are planning a season without
Olajuwon hinted that he felt more ful for the years he's had there.
Hakeem Olajuwon.
wanted by the Raptors.
"In his heart, he didn't want to
"Toronto realized I have value to be paid for what he did in the past.
The Rockets completed a sign-andtrade agreement Thursday night that their organization,"
He wanted to be paid for what he
sent one of the city's greatest sports Olajuwon said when
does now. There was a feeling that
heroes to the Toronto Raptors for asked if he felt
he might be getting paid for past
first- and second-round draft picks.
Houston's interest in
accomplishments."
Olajuwon came to Texas at age him was genuine.
Olajuwon led the University of
17 and spent the next 20 seasons "This is a team that
Houston to three straight trips to the
leading the Houston Cougars to three has a chance of winFinal Four. The Cougars were 88-16
NCAA Final Four appearances and ning an NBA chamin Olajuwon's three seasons before
taking the Houston Rockets to NBA pionship.
the Rockets drafted him in the first
Olajuwon
has,
championships in 1994 and 1995.
round in 1984.
His absence is going to take some two NBA champiIn his 17 seasons with the Rockgetting used to for everyone, includ- onship rings from- OLAJUWON
ets, Olajuwon averaged 22.5 points
ing general manager Carroll Dawson. the Rockets' back-to-back titles in and 11.4 rebounds. He is the NBA's
"People say did we do everything 1994 and 1995.
career leader in blocked shots and is
we could to keep him," Dawson said.
"For the 17 years he's been here, a I4-time All-Star.
"I hope we did. I stayed up night we had a good relationship," DawOlajuwon was named as one of
after night trying to think of things son said. "We had a lot of inside the NBA's 50 greatest players and
to make it work. People ask if I have jokes. We'd laugh and everyone was on the 1996 gold medal-winning
regrets, but I can't think of anything thought we were crazy because we Olympic basketball team.
that we didn't do or try to do to were the only ones who knew what
Olajuwon played in 58 games for
keep him here. We tried our very was gong on. It was fun."
the Rockets last season, averaging
best."
Olajuwon was not at the news con- 11.9 points and 7.4 rebounds and
Olajuwon turned down the team's ference, but his agent, Dan Fegan, making 49.8 percent of his shots.
final offer of $13 million for three said his client just thought it was
The additionS of Olajuwon, Antoyears. Toronto reportedly offered him time to move on.
nio Davis, Alvin Williams, Jerome
$17 million for three years.
"This wasn't an antagonistic part- Williams and Vince Carter have made
"I feel like a rookie again," Ola- ing," Fegan said. "It was Hakeem Toronto one of the favorites to win
juwon said in Toronto late Thursday. realizing it was time to pass the torch. the Eastern Conference.

Braves defeat Cards
St LOUIS (AP) — Tom
Glavine, who dominated in July,
got off to a good start in August.
Glavine won his fifth straight
decision and Javy Lopez hit a
two-run opposite-field home run
as the Atlanta Braves beat the St.
Louis Cardinals 2-1 Thursday night.
avoiding a three-game sweep.
"I thought he pitched just like
he's been pitching," manager Bobby
Cox said. "He's really been on a
nice roil."
The game was delayed 2 hours
and II minutes in the bottom Of
the seventh with Mark McGwire
at the plate and a 2-2 count. McGwire took a called third strike
from Steve Reed once the game
resumed.
Glavine (11-5) gave up a run

on three hits in six innings, with
three strikeouts and one walk. He's
9-1 at Busch Stadium for his,career
and 15-5 overall against the Cardinals with a 3.68 ERA.
Glavine was 4-0 with a 1.91
ERA in six July starts. He' hasn't
lost since June 13 at Toronto.
"Things have been good,"
Glavine said. "It's just been a matter of getting back up there and
feeling good physically and having some confidence in myself."
Lopez cleared the right-field wall
down the line with his 11th homer
off Bud Smith (3-1) after Andruw
Jones singled to start the second.
The homer surprised Cox.
"I thought it was a blooper to
right field," Cox.said. "I was just
hoping it dropped in. I had no

Now save
up to 20% on
State Farm car
insurance.
See me to find out how you may qualify:
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9935

clue that ball was going out."
Four Braves pitchers worked
the last three innings, allowing
two hits. Steve Karsay got the
last five outs — striking out McGwire looking to end the game -for his fourth save in five chances.
Karsay and McGwire were teammates in Oakland.
"When you play with a guy
like that you watch his at-bats
and you take notes at the kind of
pitches he swings at because you
never know when you're going
to face* him," Karsay said. "I had
my own scouting report on him."
The NL East leaders avoided
being swept for only the second
time all season. The only time
was April 20-22 at Philadelphia,
and they haven't been swept by
the Cardinals since July 6-8, 1993.
McGwire hit a sacrifice fly in
the fourth to produce the lone run
for' the Cardinals.
Smith, a rookie who had won
his previous two starts, lasted six
innings and gave up two runs on
five hits. He struck out four and
walked one.
"He hasn't had a bad game
yet," manager Tony La Russa said.
The Cardinals missed a chance
to gain ground on the NL Central-leading Cubs, remaining 7 1/2
games back.
"We had a lot of outs and a
lot of innings to have done more,
but we couldn't do it," La Russa
said. "Glavine was very good and
so were their relievers."

Swinging and Winning at
Betty Shepard Tournament
Oaks Country Club was the site of the Betty Shepard
Golf Tournament Wednesday in Murray. The winning
teams (top) from the five flights of the two-woman
scramble were: Vicki McLeary and Betty Vowel!, championship flight; Carol Robertson and Lovella Archer, first
flight; Sue Outland and Carita Boggess, second flight;
lnus Orr and Evelyn Jones, third flight; and Polly Buchanan
and Sue Jordan, fourth flight.
Adding to the excitement at the Betty Shepard tournament was Anna Duke (left) from Benton Country Club,
who recorded a hole-in-one at Oaks' par-3, 110-yard
eighth hole.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

CELLTOUCH,inc

116iiiill
‘613.95*

verizenwireless

(*On most cars & trucks)

(

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.®
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company not in NJ)
State Farm Indemnity Company (NJ)• Home Offices: Bloomington. Illinoi,

statefarm.com

We Also-Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

Dixieland Shopping Center
Plathino Hord po• ,try Cho•Ittut St

7

500
NIghts1Weskend
Minutes

FREE
Digital Phone!
Hook up your home phone service!

67- 9 1 1 1

a. troatroct.
N.ervi•Pt

us to compare! z..VITV14,1311
Ca.'l

$39.95oustax

Some restrictions may apo y CekJ ar service sxb)ect to credit c'ieck and aoprov,i'
Fee adi be char2ed (Cr ealy 'er-lrabon o m-rae, Otne' -estrc•xons may ao4 Ex Itg
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Differ,
Seattle
close
to deal
CHENEY, Wash. (AP) — It
looks like Trent Dilfer will get
to play football after all.
The Seattle Seahawks are working on a deal with the quarterback, who was let go by Baltimore after helping lead the Ravens
to the Super Bowl title, a league
source told The Associated Press
on Thursday night.
The source, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the 29year-old quarterback was expectJUNIOR MINTS...Trophy winners from Murray Country Club's Junior Golf Tournament
ed in training camp Friday, and
Tuesday are (front row,from left) Dylan Boone, Adam Lamkin, Daniel McGee, Will Schwettman,
could sign by the end of the day.
The Seahawks did not comJade Shoemaker, Amber Clinton, (back row) Alex Wellinghurst, Will Shearer, David Vinment on Dilfer, and a phone call
son, Hunter Gingles, Jay Roth, Logan Foster, Richard Van Sickle, Daniel Harper and
to his agent was not immediatePatrick Griffo. The young linksters are joined by Murray Country Club golf professionly returned.
winners.
to
the
al Todd Thomas, who presented the trophies
ESPN.com first reported the
negotiations Thursday, citing an
unidentified league source. The
Website said Dilfer has agreed in
principle to nearly all the major
elements of a contract and, barring unexpected problems, would
sign Friday.
Seattle expected to start Matt
Hasselbeck, acquired in a trade with
scored on Stan Javier's single.
By The Associated Press
Green Bay, but he has struggled
Bret Boone led off the third with a double, moved
Joel Pineiro got the better of fellow rookie Adam
in training camp. Hasselbeck was
Pettyjohn to give the Seattle Mariners their 78th up on John Olerud's grounder and scored on Mike
Brett Favre's backup for the PackCameron's lineout.
victory in 108 games.
ers. He has never started a reguJose Macias homered for the Tigers in the third,
Pineiro (2-0) allowed one run in seven innings
lar-season game.
as the Mariners beat the Detroit Tigers 2-1 Thurs- breaking a 0-for-10 slump. But Pineiro came back
Dilfer, who took a chance last
to strike out the side in the fourth and two more
day night.
year by signing a one-year conPineiro, who won his first major league start last in the fifth.
tract with the Ravens to play
Twins 9, Blue Jays 4
Aug. 8 against the White Sox, allowed four hits
behind Tony Banks, lost his job
Rick Reed won his first start for Minnesota despite
without walking a batter. In his last two starts.
when the Ravens signed free-agent
Pineiro has allowed one run and five hits with no giving up a career high-tying 12 hits, and the Twins Elvis Grbac to a five-year, $30
stopped a five-game losing streak by winning at
walks in 13 innings.
million contract, despite going 11Toronto.
lot
more
like
that,
you
are
a
"In a close game
1 as a starter.
Reed (1-0) allowed two runs on 11 singles and
focused than when it is a four- or five-run lead,"
Dilfer took over for an inef
he said. "I just wanted to keep us in the ballgame one homer in six innings. He walked none and fective Banks in late October, which
for six or seven innings, and then the bullpen can struck out two.
began a journey that took him
The Twins scored three unearned runs on two from the pinnacle of his profe
come in and finish it."
Jeff Nelson struck out the side in the eighth on errors by Alex Gonzalez. But Gonzalez also set a sion back to the unemployment line.
11 pitches, and Kazuhiro Sasaki pitched a 1-2-3 team record for shortstops with eight putouts.
After losing his first start, DilChris Carpenter (7-9) lost his fourth straiet start, fer guiding Baltimore to II straight
ninth for his 34th save in 38 opportunities.
In other AL games, it was Minnesota 9, Toron- allowing eight runs — five earned — in 3 1-3 wins, a run that ended with a 34to 4; Texas 12, New York 2; Tampa Bay 3. -Balti- innings. He is 0-5 in his last seven starts.
7 rout of the New York Giants
Rangers 12, Yankees 2
more 2; Anaheim 13, Boston 4; Oakland 17, Clevein the Super Bowl in Tampa,
Alex Rodriguez and Gabe Kapler hit three-run
land 4; and Kansas City 6, Chicago White Sox 3.
where he began his NFL career
Pettyjohn (0-2) failed again to get his first career homers in Texas' six-run third inning against Mike in 1994.
win despite allowing only two runs and six hits in Mussina (11-9) as the Rangers won their first series
at Yankee Stadium in eight years.
seven innings.
Frank Catalanotto and Ricky Ledee added solo
Seattle jumped in front with runs in the second
homers, and Aaron Myette (1-1) earned his first
and third innings.
Ed Sprague led off the second with a single, career victory for Texas. The Rangers matched their
took second when Pettyjohn hit David Bell, then season high. with 18 hits.

Mariners top Tigers in
duel of rookie pitchers

Club owner
agrees to
prison term

17th Annual

Jeanne Falwell
Memorial Golf Tournament

ATLANTA (AP) — A strip club
owner who prosecutors said prostituted dancers to star athletes to
raise the profile of his business
has agreed to a three-year prison
term under a deal that allows
some of his former employees to
remain free.
Gold Club owner Steve Kaplan
agreed to the plea bargain Thursday after more than three months
of testimony in his federal racketeering trial that provided a
glimpse into the high-profile
Atlanta strip club.
Kaplan, whose net worth has
been estimated around $50 million, agreed to the deal because
it helped keep the others out of
prison, particularly former dancer
Jacklyn Bush, a single mother
with three daughters, attorney Steve
Sadow said.
Kaplan, 42, also agreed to turn
over the club to the federal government.

• Date:

Friday, August 10, 2001

• Location:

Oaks Country Club

• Time:

Registration 12:00 Noon
Shot Gun Start: 1:00pm

• Format:

Two Person Scramble

• Cost:

S25.00 per person
$50.00 per team
(Cost includes green fees)

• Cart Fee:
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SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

Lindy Stiller

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
Atlanta
61
47
565
Philadelphia
49
546
59
Florida
54
53 505
New York
459
50
59
62 431
Montreal
47
Central Division
W
L Pct.
579
Chicago
62
45
Houston
49 546
59
52 .509
St Louis
54
Milwaukee
46
60 434
44
63
411
Cincinnati
41
66
383
Pittsburgh
West Division
W
L Pct.
61
Los Angeles
48
560
Arizona
60
48 556
San Francisco
60
49 550
San Diego
53
55 .491
45
Colorado
63 417

GB
—
2
61/2
11 1/2
14 1/2
GB
—
31/2
7 1/2
15 1/2
18
21
GB
—
1/2
1
7 1/2
15 1/2

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
65
43 602
Boston
47 561
60
Toronto
50
59 459
Baltimore
45
64 413
Tampa Bay
36
72 333
Central Division
W
L Pct.
Cleveland
61
46
570
47 565
Minnesota
61
Chicago
52
54 491
Detroit
46
60 434
Kansas City
43
65 398

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

West Division
W
L
78
30
58
50
56
52
49
59

GB
—
4 1/2
15 1/2
20 1/2
29

Pct.
722
537
518
454

GB
—
1/2
8 1/2
14 1/2
18 1/2

GB
20
22
29

SportsBriefs
SHELBYVILLE, Ky. — Alex Wellinghurst of Murray and Nicklaus and Patrick
Newcomb of Benton are all in the top 10 in their respective age groups after
Thursday's opening round at the KGA-PGA Pepsi Junior Tour Tournament of
Champions at Weissinger Hills Golf Course.
Wellinghurst is tied for fifth place in the boys' 12-and-under division with
Seth Blann of Bowling Green after both carded matching 40s over the first
nine holes of play.
Patrick Newcomb shot a 44 to come in 10th, while Joseph Barr of Versailles and Aaron Morrison of Irvine hold the clubhouse lead at 37.
In the boys' 13-14 competition, Nicklaus Newcomb posted an 18-hole score
of 78 (36-42) to draw even with Chris Griffin of Paducah for ninth place, eight
strokhs behind Alex Volpenhein of Edgewood.
LONE OAK, Ky. — Calloway County High School girls' tennis standout Kelly
Taylor is the top seed in the girls 14s division of The Paducah Sun Juniors
Tennis Tournament, which is being held today through Sunday at the Lone Oak
Tennis Center.
The 2001 Calloway County Middle School football team will begin practice
Monday at 5:30 p.m., with a parent meeting scheduled for 5 p.m. All seventhand eighth-graders who are interested in playing are encouraged to attend.
For more information, call coach Troy Webb at 767-9004 or CCMS at 7627355.

WESTERN

KENTUCKY

INSURANCE ofMurray
AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • FARM • LIFE

753-5842
INS URANCE
Yourportner in protection

302 N. 12th Street
Murray

Tony Boyd

MORE TV,
LESS MONEY.
DISH Network Digital Home Plan.

With Digital Home Plan you get:
• Digital satellite TV system with 2nd-room
receiver to watch different shows on different
TVs at the same time

$20.00 per cart
(Limited # of carts available. Each
team is responsible for their own
cart by calling Oaks Pro Shop at
(270)753-6454)

• Free standard Professional Installation
• America's Top 100, our most popular
programming package or DISH Latino Dos,
our best bilingual package

Sign up now so that all of us can do our best to help fight
these cancers...in an effort to remember ourfriend Jeanne.

• Hassle-free In-Home Service Plan

Only $40.99/mo.

Allfunds go to the "Leukemia & Lymphoma Society"for
research in fighting Blood-related cancers.

Valid major credit card and 12-month commitment required 549 99 Activation Fee
includes free first month of programming services

NOTHING'Z.GRASSHOPPER
Trimability,Versaliity,
Ergonomics & Serviceability

Ml Series includes
20-28 hp, gas or diesel,
liquid-or air-cooled models
DuraMax"4 deck lets
you mulch, collect or
side discharge for the
ultimate cut.

With the ultimate vac for seasonal
cleanup. 14 to 28 hp; gas,
diesel or LP: aircooled or liquidcooled; with 44" to
72" cutting widths; and
host of year-round
implements.

Ml Series
Revolutionizes
Mid-mount Mowing

Offer ends Aug.31,
2061
LAMB'S SMALL NuMffInterest
as low as
ENGINE
YOUR NEXT MOWER

101 Industrial Rd.• 753-2925
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m.

1.99%APR*

'NW WPM.Me MIMI*

aplierosn

Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N. 4th St.

1801 Bell Avenue

Murray, KY 42071

Paris, TN 38242

(270)759-0901

(901)642-4077

1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Offer ends 10/31/01 All prices, packages and programming subject to change without notice Local and state sales taxes may apply All DISH
Network programming. and any other services that are provided are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential Customer Agreement
which is available upon request Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming availability, and tor all otters See
your DISH Network retailer. DISH Network product literature Or the DISH Network Website at www dishnetwork corn for complete detarls and
restrictions All service marks and trademarks belong to their respective owners Otter excludes the 2000 and 3000 senes models
IP

,; •'Pith.

www.dishnetworlicom
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.
Just Say "Charge It"

VISA

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
DISPLAY ADS

$7.00 Column Inch, 60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40'i Discount 3rd Run.
Ail :1 Ad, Afu,t Run Within 6 Do', Period
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

010

Legal Notice

020

Notice

150
155

EINE AI)$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Articles For Sale
Appliances

025

Personals

160

Home Furnishings

030
040

Financial

165

Antiques

Roommate Wanted

180

050

Lost And Found

190

$2.54)

Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment

060
070

Help Wanted

195

Heavy Equipment

Position Wanted

200

Sports Equipment

090
100

Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

210

Firewood

220

Musical

110

Electronics

260

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

120
130

Computers

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

Appliance Parts

280

Mobile Homes For Rent

Want To Buy

140

285

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

I

extra for shopper ITues (las.ifieds go into Shopping (wide) $2.50 extra for blind box ad.
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion . Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES
Fri. 11 a.m.
Monday
Fri. 11 a.m.
Tuesday
Mon. 1 p.m.
Wednesday
Thursday
Tues. 1 p.m.
Friday
Wed. 1 p.m.
Saturday
Wed. 1 p.m.

060

13irtitcriczy

1I

sappy So+ii
Birthday Dee!

PEACHES &
VEGETABLES.ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312

*FREE*
SEMINAR

Love Mom,
Tammy,Tim

Madison

Happy eirthday
To-Our SHERRY.
It Must Be Scary...
Another Candle On Your Cal.
It's Gotta Make You Quake
Even If You're Not Here.
Year After Year.

Exciting new
business
opportunity. Market
the hottest product
for women ever'
7 p.m.
Monday. Aug. 6
Executive Inn International D
Chance to win tree sampie,,
cornimakertrea

'AV/W MyleXXUS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Financial

The
L_&T
Gang

S500 MasterCard.
10000 approved No credit
check No deposit
1-800-277-7188

Lost and Found

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray. Kentucky
(270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIs IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

COMING SOON!

THE BULL PEN

LOST Black male Lab
Last seen wearing a camouflage collar. in Coldwater area 489-6260
LOST Green Plain Area
BI-Wh Brown hound. Reward. PH 753-0513.
LOST: male yellow Lab
about two months ago.
Goes by the name of Henry. Call 759-9215.
THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Steaks and Spirits

Call 753-1916

Est.2W1

WOULD the lady who
called regarding keys
found in a road on
7-24-01. please call again.
753-0434
Very Important.

Three Floors Of Upscale
Dining & Entertainment
Serving Only'100% Certified Black
Angus Beef As Well As Lobster Tails,
Pasta, Chicken With A Great
Kids Menu.
Approx. 4,000 Sq. Ft. Gameroom
- featuring Billiards, Darts, and all the latest
Simulators and Games.
Special Non-Alcoholic, Non-Smoking
Cameroon! For Children.

060
Help Wanted

Part-time LPN
or RN needed.
Competitive
wages and benefits. Experience
required. Please
mail resume to:

P.O. Box 10404,
Murray, KY
42071
DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075

PEACHES'N'
CREAM CORN
$1 50/dz.
County Line Produce
For orders 489-2026

DELICIOUS Home
Grown Tomatoes
Washed & boxed Reasonably priced Second perfect
for canning Call Tidwell
Farms 753-9075

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Financial Trouble?
Personal, Auto
Bankrupts" Need help'?
Call 1-888-244-6046
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free
installed free
Requirements are easy,
lust take $21 99 per month
for 1yr & have a valid
credit or debit card Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW,
Need a great career'?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 to $900 per week
plus benefits NO COL"
NO PROBLEM, CDL training is now available in your
area 1-800-242-7364
ELECTRICIAN
Needed Full or part time
Send resume to PO Box
1040-J, Murray. Ky 42071
IMMEDIATE opening at
FullOakwood Studio
time M-F 9-5, some Saturdays Apply in person
Ph 753-7050
MASONRY Laborer

435-4622

060
Help Wanted

CONVENIENCE
Store
clerk Midnight shift 9pm5am Friday thru Tuesday.
Apply at East-Y Grocery
DENTAL Assistant needed
for mostly chair side duties
in Murray Experiences
preferred but will consider
all applicants Send resume to: PO Box 1040-A,
Murray, Ky 42071
DETAIL/ CAR CLEANUP:
Full time position available
immediately for detailing &
cleanup. Applicants should
be responsible, dedicated
workers. Experience is required. Call 270-437-4566.

MEDICAL Social Work
Henry County Medica
Center is seeking a Medi
cal Social Worker Candi
date will be responsible to
the development and im
plementation of discharge
plans. Minimum requirements are BSW and 1-3
years experience. Prefer
candidates with MSW and
previous hospital and JCAHO experience. Interested
candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry County Medical
Center. P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 38242 731-6448472

Educational Advisor,
Trio/ Educational Talent
Search, Murray State University. Full time, twelve
month position to begin
August 2001. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree
in education, human services, communications or
related field required. Experience working with
youths facing educational,
cultural, and/or socioeconomic barriers required.
preferably in an educational setting. Experience in
career, financial aid, personal development, and/or
educational advisement
with middle/high school
youth Must posses strong
communication, organizational, public relations
skills and be computer literate. Must be detail-oriented, able to handle multiple priorities, and to work
in groups or independently
with minimal supervision.
Extensive independent
weekly travel within the
seven county target area;
some evenings, weekends
and overnight travel is required Responsibilities:
Coordinates recruitment
and scheduling of services for participants in
grades 6-12. conducts educational, career, financial
aid, personal development
and postsecondary planning workshops; coordinates field trips and cultural activities. Prepares participants' service plans.
caseload management.
follow-up and evaluation of
student participants Responsible for recordkeeping and documentation including confidential materials Interface with area
school systems to implement program. Application Deadline: August 10,
2001 To Apply: Send letter of application, resume.
names, addresses and
phone numbers of three
professional references to:
Lisa Needles- Chair.
Search Committee, Educational Talent Search,
Murray State University, 3
Trio Building, Murray. KY
42071-3344 Persons who
have succeeded in overcoming barriers similar to
those confronting target
population are encouraged
to apply Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply Murray State University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D/, AA employer.
NEW business needs
sales help, Call Monday
6th, 10am to 12pm
759-2147
NOW accepting applica
tions for full-time main fence employee
Apply in person at
Calloway Garden
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dr
PT DrivenEscort for Mo
bile Home Moving tness CCIL preferred M„
eager
to
learn
be
(270)753-7975

Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent

445

Lots For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

Rooms For Rent

455

Acreage

Houses For Rent

460

360

Storage Rentals

470

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV's

370
380

Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies

485

Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles

390

Livestock & Supplies

490

Used Cars

400

Yard Sales

495

Vans

Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

500
510

Used Trucks
Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

300
320
330
340

410
425

440

480

060

060

Help Wanted

CERTIFIED Aerobics
Instructors
Needed at Murray Family
YMCA. Mornings and evenings. Apply in person
808 Chestnut.

'66FAmieducil

150
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Articles
For Sale

WDDJ Electric 96.9 &
1994 Nissan Sentra
WKYQ 93.3 region's long
w/ A/C, great condition.
time top rated FMs search•New bunk bed.
ing for an advertising sales
•2 twin beds
local
representative to help
'GE dryer.
SPORTABLE
businesses succeed. Full
*Desk & chair.
time salary, plus hand- 'Dresser,
SCOREBOARDS
Chest of drawsome commissions. Fully
SALE REPRESENTATIVE
ers.
paid medical insurance. 'Propane gas stove.
(2 Positions)
SPORTABLE
SCORE- 401K. Are you goal driv- Puryrear, TN.
BOARDS is experiencing en'? Are you an avid radio 731-247-5645
rapid growth. We seek ca- listener'? Do you have
reer-minded
individuals some kind of sales experi- 200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
with superior people skills ence? Do you have lots of Murray 12.5 riding mower.
who are looking for a
energy & self-initiative? Both in excellent condition.
GREAT opportunity.
Are you an extraordinarily 436-2867.
You will be working with
outgoing personality who •CLIPPER brick saw $550
new and existing customnever meets a stranger? If *1882 Chevy S-10
ers primarily by telephone
so, we may be looking for •1986 Dodge Caravan
436-2823
from our Murray office. If
you! Apply in person 8amDUCK decoys and vibratoutgoing,
confiyou
are
at
2pm-6pm
M-F
noon
&
SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST for the Rape
dent, enjoy working with
studios off Old Mayfield ing decoys. New still in
Criss Center Murray office, Responsibilities
people, have excellent
Road in Paducah. Call for box. Also Proform/ Profile
include: clerical duties, supervising children in
phone skills and want a redirections: (270)534-9690. treadmill in good/ sharp.
waiting area, assisting with correspondence
753-9585.
warding challenge, please
EOE
and dictation. Requirements: Combination of
FOR Sale
apply. Excellent pay and
SONIC Drive-In of Murrelevant two year degrees and/or equivalent
Baby Stuff
benefits-war -a-bwirs-ln: ray is now taking appli- 1 -White Jenny Lind crib
experience to demonstrate competency, procentive plan included.
cations for crew mem- w/mattress & sheets
fessional attitude, good knowledge or MS
Send resume to •
bers for all shifts. No 1 -Walker
Office, excellent communication skills. No
SPORTABLE
phone calls please. Ap- 1 -Car Seat
prior history of criminal behavior. Send
SCOREBOARDS
ply in person at Sonic 'Some baby toys
resume to Carolyn Smith, Director Rape
ATTN. Human Resources
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St. *Baby boy clothes. SumCrissis Center, P.O. Box 8506 Paducah, Ky
106 Max Hurt Drive
Murray.
mer and winter 9-24 mos.
42002-8506. Equal Opportunity Employer.
Murray. KY 42071
telemarketer Call 759-5339 after 6pm
P/T
NEEDS
RESTAURANT
Must be mature Salary Mon-Fri
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now plus commission
898-7478
FOR sale, like new
take applications for
shift managers. Prior ROUTE Sales person 18,000/BTU & 110 air con18 Wheels In 15 Days
restaurant management needed for small business. ditioner. 436-5650.
MACHINE quilting
S600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
experience
preferred. Good driving record a
$31.50 reg size
Must be able to work must. Training provided.
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
Murray Sewing Center
days. nights. & week- 753-9094.
No Employment Contracts
759-8400
ends. Pay rate will be deMURRAY Sport
260 Immediate Openings
pendent on previous
& Marine Center
management experience.
•Boats, motors, & trailers
Apply in person or send
Want Big Bucks SSS
resume to Sonic Drive-in MRS Kim's Daycare now accessories. 40% off
Drive Big Trucks!!!
217 S. 12th St. Murray, has openings for infant •1000 ft. of 3 in. pipe
'Used store fixtures.
Ky 42071. No phone through School age
767-0791
718 S. 4th Murray, KY
calls please.
WILL DO GENERAL
ORLANDO Beach area. 7
Coordinator of Alumni Support Services, Department it L niversity
HOUSE CLEANING
days/ six night stay. Paid
Relations/ Alumni Affairs, Murray State University.
Call Linda 759-9553
Qualification: Bachelor's degree required,in Public Relations, Marketing,
WILL do house cleaning $600, sell for $199. Call
Organizational Communications preferred. Must have excellent organizaCommercial or Residential 502-329-0386.
RNs & LPNs
Henry County Medical
Center is seeking registered nurses and LPNs.
Available schedules for
both 8 and 12 hour shifts.
Available positions in
Med/SURG. OB/Nursery.
& Float Pool Excellent
benefits and salary based
on experience. Interested
candidates should send
resume or apply in person.
Henry County
Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Pans, Tn. 38242
731-644-8472

THE Tropics Too.
Apply between 8am-5pm
Mon - Fri.
901 Coldwater.

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908

tional and communication skills (written and verbal). Coordination of
alumni involvement in student recruitment initiatives and programs and
public relations activities preferred. Must have demonstrated ability to
work in a fast-paced environment and be capable of self-directed work.
Knowledge of and ability in a variety of software programs, including MS
Word and Pagemaker.
Responsibilities: Coordinate the activities of and provide assistance to
regional alumni association chapter; recruit alumni volunteers; coordinate
alumni involvement in student recruitment working with School
Relations; oversee the promotion of the Alumni Family Grant and in
Search of Thoroughbreds programs; provide assistance to campus parent
Programs, serve as an advisor to the Racer Pride Association; work with
Residential Colleges in coordinating alumni events and programs; assist
with the Annual fund programs; and other duties assigned by the
Association Director of Alumni Affairs. Will require evening and weekend
hours and some nTional travel.
Application deadline: August 18, 2001. To apply: Please send a letter of
application, resume, names, addresses, and telephone numbers of three
professional references to: Patti Jones, Search Committee Chair, Murray
State University, 106 Development and Alumni Affairs Center, Murray KY
42071. Murray State University is an equal education and employment
opportunity, M /F/D. AA employer.

Automotive Systems, Inc.
DURA AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS,INC., a leading OEM supplier to
the automotive industry is seeking a talented leader to fill the position of
Plant Controller in our Fulton. KY facility. The Fulton facility is responsible for modular window assemblies.
This position will plan. organize, control and direct the accounting functions for a 400 person manufacturing facility including payroll, accounts
payable/receivable, general accounting, financial analysis and forecasting.

STORAGE Buildings built
on site Lowest price in
100
area.. Call 437-4877
Business
STRAW for sale. $2 bale.
Opportunity
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message.
COMMERCIAL Building
SWING set, 3 years old,
500 N 4th St
Call 877-726-4077 for excellent condition. $125.
more information
negotiable. 759-9616.

492-6177

HOMEWORKERS
Needed.
Appliances
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy' No experience 2 refrigerators for sale
needed.
Very clean One frost free
Call 1-888-517-2362
Call 767-9102 after 3pm
Ext. 4605 24hrs.
G.E. dorm size refrigera-..ar old. $75.00
-nye 1
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.

This position requires a Bachelor's degree in accounting or finance with
5-10 years related experience CPA preferred.
DURA offers a competitive salary and benefit program. Check us out on
the web at duraauto.com. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Please send resume to:

Dura Automotive Systems,INC
PO Box 1440
Fulton, KY 42041
dureauj@duraauto.com
Fax:(270)472-0368

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES

436-5933.

Ward-Elkins

9a.m -7p.m.
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard.

On the Square
753-1715

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

This position will develop and monitor finance related timetables: ensure
an adequate system of internal control: develop statistical data to appraise
results: develop forecast analysis: conduct studies to correct or improve
plant-operating efficiently: prepare operating budget.

$100. Call

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry

32" TV, couch, VCR, office
desk, gas-grill, dining table_ Call for more infomoving, must selll 7535552.
sleeper
LAZ-E-BOY
couch, in good shape. Perfect for rec room or dorm
room. $100 OBO. 7535778.

150
Articles
For Sale

SAWDUST
Dump & Walking
Floor
Load Available

Call (270)667-7694
After 6 p.m.

1992 Fleetwood- 2br,, 2
bath, utility room, deck,
concrete steps 492-8509
Must be moved All appliances included
1999 Fleetwood 16x80
Assume loan + $3000
down Excellent condition,
please call 210-8266 or
750 45P4 leave message

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
320
Apartments For Rot

Homes For SeIs
1986 3br 2 bath 14x70
$6,000 OBO 345-2622 or
903-7453
1988 Patriot, 14x80. 3br, 2
bath, all appliances included
Must be moved.
. :47,000. OBO 492-6265 at-ter 4pm
BACC. 26x54 3br., 2 bath
, 3/4 acres on Airpport Rd..
Call 489-2861.

Mobile Homes For Rent
14X70 2br, 2 full baths
reshly painted, 3 miles
east of Murray. yard mowing including No pets,
deposit.
$285
plus
(270)623-6314
2BR., $285/mo. 7-53-6012.
3BR, 2 bath in county
$500 mo plus deposit
489-2296
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets. 753-9866.
RENT or sell on contract
2br., older trailer in Pirate's
Cove near Hardin, Ky
$250 + deposit
270-928-4831
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOT for rent. 492-8488.
- COT For Rent. 753-9866.
le

L.

300
Business Rentals

Partially Furnished
Office Space For Rent
204 S. 6th St.
Available Immediately

270-753-2633

Want to Rent
A two bedroom trailer with
appliances. Outside of
City
No other trailer
around. Older Christian
man. 767-9927.

For ROM

FORREST VIEW
A PARTMENTS
1213 N. loth tit. • NlIttrrat
Ack.vpling :tpplications.

ts For Rent
1 OR 2br apts near down
own Murray starting a
$200/mo 753-4109
1 or 2br., apt. at 1610
Farmer. No pets. All utilities paid 759-4826.
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1BR Apartment, clean.
walk to MSU
$235
p/month 753-2084
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid $285
month plus deposit Near
downtown 436-2755
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
1BR furnished, low
utilities, no pets $225.
753-3949
1BR, like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118.
2 bedroom duplex, clean,
nice area. 436-5685.
2BR. duplex in Northwood
$425/mo. 759-4406
2BR.. + $350/mo + deposit
+ 1yr. lease. References
required 489-2534

I & 2 heLlroont timnhouses.
central heat & air.
Basic Rent starting at $.315.00
Office Hours: II) a.m.-2 p.m. ‘1011.-Fri.

Call (270) 753-1970
TDD 14404 1 'i i'C 1 \ 11 Em. 28

2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $300 Also 2br.
$250 Coleman RE
759-4118
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom.
Central air/heat. 1,2.3,
Apartments furnished near
MSU.
753-1252 753-0606
NICE 2br. duplex w/carport. 1821 Ridgewood Dr.
753-7457.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SMALL efficiency apt. No
pets 1 person. Available
August 1st. 753-5980
753-1203 after 5pm.
South side Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br. apts.
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
TAKE over 1 year lease
$280. per month. Call 270258-5252

3BR., 1 bath, walk to
MSU 759--5885
4BR Townhouse
Coleman RE
7594118
4br, Diuguld Drive Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTRA nice, quiet area,
great location. 1br, 1 bath,
Central gas heat/ air, all
appliances with W/D, 1
year lease, 1 month deposit. No pets. 753-2905.
GREAT 2br /1 bath duplexes/townhouses
in
Northwood or Cambridge
Lawncare & appliances
furnished,. No pets
753-2062 Days
437-4833 Nights &
Weekends
2BR., townhouse. Brick.
C/H/A, all appliances.
Clean, nice. Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease. No pets
753-3153
7537900.
2BR., very nice furnished
apt C/H/A, available now
Coleman RE 759-4118
3BR, 2 bath, duplex newly
remodeled 759-8574

2 - 4br Houses
Near downtown
753-4109
2 to 3br., house Appliances furnished lyr leaseno pets- references required 753-4181 or 4892181
2BR, lease & deposit required No pets Call after
4:00 753-0728
2BR house C/H/A, no
pets $550/mo + 1yr lease
+ deposit 753-2259 or
527-8174
28R near MSU $350/mo
with stove, refrig w&d,
ceiling fans Lease/deposit, references, no pets
753-1059
3-4 bedroom, sunroom, livingroom, large kitchen/dining, 2.5 bath, utility with
washe & dryer, new central
heating
&
air
$560/month & deposit
753-1378.
3BR home/ Den. Cherry
Corner Area. 753-9841
436-2051
3BR., newly remodel
$475 p/month 1 year
lease 753-9636

storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

LARGE
YARD SALE
1036 Beach Rd,
121 N. to Kirksey
Hwy., first road on
left past Kirksey.
Follow signs.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 2, 3 & 4
8 a.m.-?

Antiques, bicycles,
toys. furniture, tools,
etc
GARAGE SALE
Fri. & Sat.
1502 Canterbury
Drive
7:30 a.m. - ???
Baby items, small
appliances.
furniture, books.
clothes, and
much, much
more

GARAGE SALE
1701 Parklane
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m. - noort
TV, Crockpot, electric
wok, golf clubs, nice
ladies clothes (sz.
6,7,8), men's clothes,
remodeling items,
flower arr., house
"goodies," Christmas
and more

YARD SALE
1625 Keenland Dr.
(Corner of
Keenland &
Catalina)
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Exercise equipment,
lawn mower, boy's

bike, toys, books,
household items,
clothes and much
more!

HUGE
YARD SALE

REMODELING
SALE

210 N. 13th St.
Friday 7:30-4:30
Sat. 7:30-1:00
Furniture. 2 beds.
couch, bedding,
t.v., oak table &
chairs, clothes (all
sizes), shoes,
4 wheeler, toys.
etc

Fri. & Sat.
Aug. 3 & 4
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
2267 Rob Mason
Rd. off 121 North
Furniture, pictures,
rugs, misc., roller
blades & toys
Come seel

YARD SALE

GARAGE SALE

Old City Park,
Payne St.
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-?

1706
Holiday Dr.
3rd, 4th & 5th

We are moving!
Lots of clothes,
household items,
some furniture,
school supplies

Showcase, microwave,
stereo, Remington
truck collection, sewing
machines, bow arrows,
chest drawers, lamps,
dishes, chairs,
antiques, all reduced
price, loads more

PETE'S
YARD/GARAGE
SALE
94 E. to Post
Oak Dr.
Sat. 8/4/01
7:30 a.m.-?
Washer & dryer set,

kitchen table & chairs,
fishing equip., music box
collection, misc. cabinets, lots of new stuff.
GIANT 4 PARTY
YARD SALE1635 Catalina Dr.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-?
8 a.m.-?
Baby clothes,
maternity clothes,
furniture, dishes,
household items,
clothes of all sizes.
dog pen.

MULTI-PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m. until ?
First house on
Wiswell Road,
west past Gibbs
Store Road.
Table & chairs,
clothing, books,
etc

YARD SALE
Coach Estates
- watch for
signs
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-?
Trolling motor,
games, clothes,
shoes,
bedspread, etc

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

4524 Faxon Rd.
94E to Faxon Rd.
Turn right, follow
signs.
Sat., Aug. 4th
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Household items, dirt
bike, 4 wheeler, hunting, fishing, camping
supplies. HI, truck tool
boxes, tools, clothing preteen & women's

GARAGE SALE
2002 Larkspur
Dr.
Saturday
8 a.m.-Noon
Household &
misc., juvenile
bedding, clothes
2T-16, Little Tikes,
Hot Wheels, bikes
& toys.

2 Family

•
Jenna was relieved when she
found a roommate in the

Ledger a Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

YARD SALE
1010A

YARD SALE

Southwood Dr.
(turn by
Amerihost Inn)
Sat., Aug 4
7:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.

202 N. 13th St.
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.-11 a.m.

size 10, boy clothes
infant to 24 mo., infant
carseat, couch, glass
table, end tables, lots

YARD SALE

CARPORT
SALE

61 Sherwood Dr. Wiswell L on King
Richard (follow signs)
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-12 p.m.
(No early sales)

Girls clothes infant to

Household items,
children's clothes.
baby items,
glassware.

of odds & ends'

2) 3)4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967

Pets & Supplies
2 female Shih-Tzu Very
small 731-782-3143 or
354-0037
AKC Shelties. Tr -colors &
sables. Males & females.
ready August 8th. 270210-0724 270-474-8083

building. 100'x200 lot, paved lot
Call Smith's Poultry 437-4660

2.400 Square foot

390

Yard Sale

CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda
hay square or round
bales,
753-5719 559-1761

410

cut tite Sedeuteta! 71tatic4e9 Sale!
We're MOVING OUR LOCATION and
need to MOVE OUR INVENTORY
Lamps - Shades - Accessories
up to

70% Off Wholesale

Fabulous Selection - Fabulous Prices
Fri.-Sat. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.• Sunday 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
dz
i
.
Odom's Lakeway Shopping Center

L

Sat.. Aug. 4
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
1665 Calloway St.
Household misc., lot
of clothes, Plus size
- all size, tools,
some furniture and
much more.

YARD
SALE
1555 Oxford
Sat., Aug. 4th
7 a.m. - Noon
Lots of items
Something for
everyone

••••••I
MOM;

•••••11

111111.111

MM.

GARAGE
SALE
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
1804 Concord Dr.
Southwest Villa
Subdivision
Small computer
cabinet, lots of
nice men, women
and children's
clothes, toys, etc.

YARD
SALE
82 Scenic
Acres
Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.

GOODIES

YARD SALE
Saturday
7 a.m. - Noon
4117 121 South
3 miles past
Key Auto Parts
Clothes, toys,
household,
furniture. knick
knacks, computer,
lots more.

YARD SALE
1st driveway little
rd. on right past
Tucker's TV or
Greenhouse 1252
121 N.

Sat. 8/4/01
8 a.m.-?

6 a.m.-?
Large variety of
items.

MOVING
SALE

3 Party Sale
Lots of everything!

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Sat., Aug. 4
8 a.m.-Noon
1603 Cardinal
Drive
Baby furniture,
clothes
(girls 0-4T).
women's clothes,
household items,
lots of great stuff!

2055 Brinn Road
(North 16th
Extended)
Saturday
7 a.m.-Noon
Christmas items,
household items,
lots of clothes. baby
& adult, everything
very cheap!!

ESTATE SALE

GARAGE SALE

509 South Thirteenth
August 3 & 4
Friday and Saturday
7 a.m. until ????

Saturday 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
1809 Valley Dr., S.W. Villa Sub.
(off Gibbs Store Rd.)
Nice name brand clothes & coats, men's.
women's and teens, shoes, linens, custom
made drapes, quilt pieces, old magazines
(50 & 60s), primitive wall cabinet, child's
picnic table, 1991 Dodge Dynasty, 386
computer & printer, and much more!

Lots

of stuff.

The Classifieds
Absolutely
Fabulous!

1712-A Oak
Hill Dr.
Fri & Sat.
8 a.m.-?

SNIP Wogs
new change
the classifieds
ate still a lovely
place to shop,
darling.

Furniture, women's

1804
Green briar
(off South
Doran)
Sat., Aug. 4
7 a.m.

Living room
furniture, bedroom
furniture, glasses.
clothes, t.v. and
many other items

Sat.
8 a.m.-?

•

4483 St. Rt. 94E
Murray
Old Wheel Cover
Building
Aug. 2 & 3
8 a.m.-3 p.m.

108 South 10th
Street
Fri., Sat. &
Sun.
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Men's clothes.
furniture, misc.

511 N. Mil St.

Fri. & Sat.

MOVING
SALE

(5 Family)
Watkins Street in Hardin
Saturday 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Couch. 3 chairs, air conditioner, trampoline.
electric sewing machine, desk, child's computer & printer, CD player. glassware. knick
knacks, children & adult clothes.
Cancelled if Rains
Call 753-1796 For Directions

Back of English Farms

8 mi. 121 S.
Watch for
signs.

YARD SALE

The Hunt Residence
2115 Gatesborough Circle
Fri., Aug. 2 • 8 a.m.-Noon
Sat., Aug. 3• 8 a.m.-Noon
Children and baby clothes and toys.
Adult clothes and athletic shoes,
household items, costume and sterling silver jewelry (new). All items in
great condition and priced to sell!

All personal property of the late Novice
and lzetta Pate Antique and collector
items, furniture and bedding, appliances,
dishes and cookware. We will also be
accepting offers on the house. Everything
must be sold to settle estate.

401-A
Northwood Dr.

MOVING
SALE

Lots of stuff.

6 miles East of Murray, next to
Elm Grove Church
Fri. & Sat.• 7 a.m.

Tins, Storage Bins, Shelving,
Desks, too many items to list!

2-PARTY
YARD SALE

small and medium
clothing, shoes and
purses, appliances.
miscellaneous household items etc

YARD SALE

7 a.m. - 1 p.m.

HUGE
YARD SALE

Misc. clothes, pressure wash, some
tools, toys, bicycles.
push mower. etc

YARD SALE

SALE! SALE! SALE!
Saturday, August 4

Public Sale

kirHE FINISHING TOUCH

3 FAMILY YARD SALE

toys, baby bed, even diapers Lots of children's clothes boys, sizes newborn to 6, girls, sizes newborn to 3T
Men's coveralls, work coats, nice Jackets (large and xlarge) Women's dresses, maternity clothes, long wool
coat, etc . television, picture frames, lots of knick knacks

410

Public Sale

YARD SALE

Baby stuff galore - sleepers, onesies, gowns, socks,
bibs, shoes, gate, infant carrier, diaper genie, nursery

LIST your yard sale to
ree murraybiz com

410
Public Sale

AKC registered, short
haired, miniature Dachshund. Born 4th of July.
Price Negotiable.
575-0670
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858.
PEG'S Dog Grooming
M-F 753-2915
REGISTERED Lab puppies. Chocolate males 8
weeks old. 901-247-5142.

400

& supplies

1/2 care lot in Lynnwood
Estates 759-8079
3 lots
12x50 bid water, septic 1
block from boat ramp
$10.500 080 759-5945
436-6320
LOTS for sale Starting at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

WPM

YARD SALE

Quality girls clothes (146), stereo, metal dog pen
& house. quality toys,
household items, set of
Christmas dishes, etc
everything priced to sell!

Lots For Sale

119 Main • 753-6266
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
-For What It's Worth'
440

STORAGE

SALE

GARAGE

FOR SALE COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Reduced $45,000 - 203 N. 6th Street

Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

[
11131Field Edo

Commercial Prop. For Sate

EASTSIDE

INN•IW

MOM

•

Renee.

Rouses For Rent
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2628 St. Rt. 94
East
Sat. Only
8 a.m.-Inside
if rain
Bedroom set, air conditioner, oak table &
chairs. 2 Cabinets, lots
of misc also a freezer

MOVING
SALE
1103 Poplar
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Furniture,
household
& misc

YARD
SALE
206 N. 13th St.

Sat. & Sun.
6 a.m.-5 p.m.
Furniture, clothes,'
kitchen items, etc.

ledger & Times
CLASSIFIEDS

270-753-1916

YARD SALE
823 S. 4th
Saturday Only
6 a.m.-6 p.m.
Lots of everything
clothes, toys,
music, housewares, knickknacks, several
thousand items

YARD SALE
D-2 Fox
Meadows
Saturday
7 a.m.-?
boy's clothes. 18
mth to 4T. men and
women's clothes,
shoes. coats. Noah's
Ark bedding. baby
swing, lots of toys, 91
Mazda 323. air conditioner, stove

Nice

YARD SALE
1509 Clayshire
Saturday
7 a.m.
Clothes - boys &
girls (4T-7). men &
women's (all
sizes), furniture,
toys, weight bench
& weights, lots of
Odds & ends.

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
accepts
Visa and Master Card
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Farms For Site

Aereve
1

g7 stir-sr-seta/I ar roc

with

SOLD
16 acres. 6 miles north of
Murray on Hopkins Road.
$3,000/ per acre. would
sell 8 acres tracts. 7532861 or 436-6133
ACREAGE,
Beautiful 5-10-25 acre
tracts arid lager located
very near the KY-TENN.
State line in Tenn Wooded and open tracts near
Hwy. 641 Priced starting
at $21,000 on 5 acre
tracts Moody Realty Co.
Inc Jimmy Oliver Realtor,
1-800-642-5093

2BR , cottage home in
country. C/H/A. wood
floors, garden. 1 acre i./
Asking $57.500. 759-0997.
3BR.. 2 bath, brick ranch
Forrest.
in
Sherwood
C1-1/A, gas & electric,
wood floors, deck Approx.
7 acre landscaped yard im
shed & garden 753-3076.
6 room, 2br. Recent vinyl
siding. wansulation and
shingles Ni ar downtown,
zoned B-3 Reduced to
$45,000 No Realtors
-Call 753-6429
BUILT in 2000. 3bdr. 2
bath West of Murray. 7594762
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick double lot,
town edge Call 753-4109
nice
EXCEPTIONALLY
2br 1 bath near MSU
CH..'A, fenced in back yard
- with deck, extra storage
space. 560's 753-8764

60

Used Cars

Homes For Sale

3800sqft 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687

FRIDAY, AUGUST 3, 2001

1994

Pontiac Sunbird
GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
Priced like a fixer upper, $3,500., excellent condibut everything new and tion 762-0394
ready to move into 2br, 1
bath, carport, utility room '92 Buick regal Very good
condition $2500 753$39,900
3918
435-4632 or 559-8510
FOR SALE
LOTS of living space_ 3br,
Silver 1996 Plymouth
2 bath, 2,000 scift , vaulted
Breeze, 4dr,
ceiling. sky lights, deck &
good condition
patio Basement redi workOver 100.000 miles
shop Quiet street Shady If interested in buying call
yard Walk to university.
759-9215
216 Woodlawn Ave Call
753-5091
Vans
1984 1 Ton Chevy box
van 42,500
91 Ford Explorer Black 1995 Tiger Shark 660 Jet
759-4762
Ski $2,500 753-7824
'97 Pontiac Transport Silver, air, tilt, cruise 7594762
Used Cars
Baseball
ATTENTION
1990 Plymoth Lazer, 5 travelers. 1993 Chevy Asspeed. $1.200 OBO. 345- tro Van, excellent condition, locate one owner.
2622 or 903-7453.
.Great for hauling kids to
baseball games or car
1991 Ford Escort GT 1.9-L
pooling.
engine, 5-speed, 4-cyl.
759-1556.
154,000 miles, still gets
BEAUTIFUL green van, 95
25mpg city, 31mpg highOlds Silhouette. Seats - 7,
way: 4 new tires, new rear
must sell 753-9585.
struts. good shape, taken
270-377care of. $1500.
2807 or 759-4841_
Used Trucks
1993 Buick Green metal-

Sport Utility Vehicles

91 Lincoln Town Car, 1
lady , driven
owner,
152,xxx miles, services
well $4,500 753-8087 83pm

1974 Winnebago. Low
mileage Runs good. Cal
437-3980.

S & Motors
1992 Manta Ray Ski boa
only 94 hrs on engine, ride
guide steering, great condition Asking $8,000 Call
759-4265_
FOR Sale or Trade
MFG boat, motor. and
trailer, 4hr on motor overhaul. Foot Control Trolling
Motor, Fish Finder, Horns,
Lights. CB Radio
436-2659
530

S Offered
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-2867

A time to take care of your
home. Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380.
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions.
remodeling. Rotten floors,
sagging roofs. Home &
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
1985 Chevy S-10 Ext Cab References. Call Larry
A/C runs good $1600 Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353.
OBO 489-2597

lic, 4 dr., loaded, good
condition. $2.500. Call
474-8083.
1997 Nissan 4dr. Pathfinder Nice. 37,xxx miles
Must sell $17,000. 7530434.
'90 Cadillac Seville 4 door,
white, wired leather power
recliner lumbar seats
74,xxx miles 753-0114

Services &tared

Calapre

www.murrayledger.com
1111

• FACE
BRICK
750,000 ON THE YARD
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
FACTORY DIRECT TO YOU

Global Mortgage Link

VOWELL
▪ & SONS

YOU SHOW
•Average credit r not perfect

•Steady income history
'NE SHOW YOU
• 1.00(:; loan. no money
doWn
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

1111

Martin, 1\

800-587-3828

(;erry Puckett •Put Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

Weekend Appointments Available

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished_ Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.

AHART & Culver
Septic Installation.
Also top soil and gravel.
437-4838 or (270)5594986.
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience.
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work.
AGC Certified.
435-4272.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation_
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
270-759-0901.
ASPHALT contractor
Mitchell Brother Paving

DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding Quality Work. Free
Estimates_ Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured
Dickie Farley_ 759-1519.
HOFFMAN'S
Irrigation & Lawn
Sprinklers
*Professional Systems
•Residential
*Commercial
'Free Estimates
Phone 759-4512
Fax 759-9425
Contact Tom or Steve

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
•Ouick Drying

Specializing in!

753-5827.

*Driveways, *Parking lots,
*Subdivision paving,.Seal
coating, .Stripping,
*Chip & seal.
Fully insured,
Locally owned & operated.
Over 30yrs experience
759-0501
753-1537.

MATTS MOWING
759-2514
*Mowing *Landscaping
*Gutter-Cleaning

Asphalt Seal Coating
Travis Asphalt Sealing

a

COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
*Lawn mowing
*Landscaping,
-Bed mulching
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured
270-759-4762
270-753-6772

*Driveways
*Parking lots

FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

Asphalt SEALCOATING
Call Ronnie Geunn
"The Asphalt Doctor"
•Compare our work
•Compare our prices
'References furnished
•Workmanship & Material
Guarantee
•Fully Insured
•Free Estimates
270-759-1953.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel.
white rock.
436-2113.
ill CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113.

a
a

a

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555.
NEED a deck, addition, or
a remodel job? Call
McCuiston-Barnhill Construction at (270)4365327. ask for Brandon or Kevin.
PAINTER
Will paint inside and outside. $40 to $50 a room_
492-6278
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

Your Ad Could Be
Here For Only
$250.00 Per Month!
For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

amb 13r-c)ther'c:

=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane

(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa, Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

easma
Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses or
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines.
*Install moisture barriers.

[11
David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
• *Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
•Brick *All External Cleaning
.Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
437-4407
210-6268

kittens to good
FREE
home Litter-box trained
753-2616 or 753-1576

gl

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates

Le's Rock To The

Ste& Chameteon Band

WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
I
Quality & Creative Home Improvement

Web at
www.

AM VETS

murrayledger.com

14365 Hwy. 79 N., Buchanan,TN

Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday,' Aug.
4.2001:
Establishing effective boundaries helps
you relate in a way that you like. By
nature, you are extremely generous and
giving. You tend to give more than others
are comfortable with. Create key goals
for yourself - one of which might
involve a major commitment to your
immediate circle or community. If you
are single, you'll meet someone who is
most important. "Intense" descnbes this
person. If you are attached, the two of
you consider a new addition or new comrelationship.
your
to
mitment
AQUARIUS brings the best out of you,
if you detach.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your nerves become frayed, as

you might take on more than you can
handle. Take time for yourself, and create
an especially relaxing Saturday. Clear up
any work, and don't take on anything
new. Put your feet up and watch a
favorite movie. Take a nap or two.
Tonight: Happy at home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** If presented with a choice
between a friendship and a loved one,
you could feel is if you are in a jam. The
nature of a Libra is to juggle rather than
make a choice, which sometimes causes
anger. Sit down and have a long-overdue
talk. Tonight: Dote on a loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
The Stars Show the. Kind of Day You'll *** Others expect a lot. You will opt
4-Positi ve; to deliver. Consider the toll this action
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
takes on you. Be more forthright and
direct in your dealings with others. Talk
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
about limits. Someone clearly under***** Push comes to shove as so stands. Stop spending when you see a
many people want to be with you! You flashing yellow light. Tonight: Invite
might find yourself reorganizing your friends over.
plans so you can do whatever your heart SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
desires, and make others happy at the ***** You love sharing your ideas.
same time. Your joyous attitude becomes Make sure your audience feels the same
contagious. Tonight: Where the fun is. way! Carefully observe others' responsTAURUS (April 20-M'ay 20)
es. You might opt for a change of style in
**** Others seek you out, forcing your communication. Draw others in.
you to juggle home and responsibility so Check in with a neighbor who has had a
you can do what you need. Support hard time. Tonight: Out and about.
comes from a partner or dear loved one. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
This person will do everything possible ** Curb spending by avoiding risks.
to make your life easier. Give family Let someone know just how hard you
high pnority. Tonight: Do only what you work. Perhaps you need a little more suphave to, then head home.
. port and understanding. A discussion
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
proves to be invaluable, bringing you
***** Reach out for others at a dis- closer to a loved one. Allow others to get
tance. Getting together becomes a pleas- to know you. Tonight: Cocoon with a
ure, especially if it involves travel. You fayonte person.
like the change of scenery. You get a kick AQUARIUS (Jan. 20:feb. 18)
out of other styles and ways. Open up to ***** Unzip your spontaneity and
potential changes in your immediate cir- give in to impulsiveness. You'll like the
cle. Tonight: The more different, the bet- results. Others who might be more
ter. .
uptight than you loosen up and allow
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
more playfulness to come out. What
**** You •have the energy to meet started out as just you grows into many.
another's zestful spint. Whatever you do, Go with another's suggestion. Tonight:
you are likely to get into the activity. Whatever makes the Water Bearer smile.
Though your sign is sometimes laid- PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
back, you find that you want to get phys*** Step back, and take some time off
ical. Spend some time enjoying a favorite
- especially if you feel tired and
water sport. Tonight: Go along with pushed. You might want to screen your
plans.
calls before a boss or a parent makes a
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
demand or request. You do need time to
***** Others toss themselves in yourself. Don't hesitate to take it. You'll
front of you as the full moon accentuates feel better as a result. Tonight: Vanish.
relationships. Oh. my! Consider boundanes. When is enough enough, or do you
like or love all this constant attention? BORN TODAY
Remember that others also have expecta_ Jazz legend Louis Armstrong (1901),
tions. Are you ready to deal with that? athlete Mary Decker (1958), actor Billy
Bob Thornton (1955)
Tonight: Enjoy your popularity!

GAS
TRIMMER
FS45

14995

$

Cleanup Seri try

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

'4°
0
GAS
BLOWER
$14995
CHAIN SAW

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 7531916

1
eptille
j
1Feik

EMIL

-.."-------

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or'Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

95
>159
S

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIV:7‘1111
Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-2571
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

Look For Our
Classifieds On The

Saturday,August 4
8:00 a.m.-I2 Noon

Tree Trimming

Hedge Trimming Full Line 01
Equipment
Tree & Stump
l'a uI La tub
Removal

T

753-1916

ouncement

(--?
- ,-Lamb Brothers
-3' Tree Service

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

eds.

e CI

EDGER&TIMES
1J4""

14PI

FREE
PALLETS

Phone (270) 759-4734

24 Hr Service

ResidentiallCommercial

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

FREE kittens 492-6208

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

Pfus...all other home improvements

rcHRIS KROU

Free Column

VISA

5TI/IL®

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A doctor recently
diagnosed my husband with cancer of
the larynx. I remarked to the doctor:
"Why doesn't he have a sore throat?"
The doctor got mad and shouted:"Oh,
don't be so foolish!" Well, after that,
how could I ask questions? Should the
doctor be checking my husband's
lymph nodes and sinuses, too? What before going to bed: "I do not have
bugs." Please help.
can we expect?
DEAR READER: Mites are tiny
DEAR READER: Cancer of the lar- parasites that cause rashes and
ynx (voice box) is always tricky and intense itching when they feed on
difficult to treat because therapy usu- humans and reproduce in the skin.
ally requires extensive neck surgery The most common mite diseases are
to remove the larynx and surrounding chiggers and scabies, which are easily
lymph glands to which the tumor may diagnosed by scraping the involved
have spread. This type of malignancy skin and examining the residue under
does not usually extend up into the a microscope; the adult mites or their
head and involve the sinuses. It may legs are usually visible.
not, in its early stages, cause pain.
The skin specialist who advised your
However, it is a serious affliction husband to think the mites away evicommonly seen in cigarette smokers. dently believed that your family is sufAppropriate investigation and suitable fering a mental delusion about the partherapy are subjects best addressed asites. That is a topic for another day.
by specialists skilled in the manage- On the other hand, if you are truly
ment of neck cancer. Your husband's suffering from mites, you will need pronormal life pattern will undoubtedly
be altered irrespective of the treat- fessional assistance. But first, a diagment he receives: surgery, radiation, nosis: See a second dermatologist for
chemotherapy or a combination of all another opinion, a skin scraping and —
three. However, laryngeal cancer is I hope — more practical information
often controllable and sometimes cur- than what you have been supplied.
able, providing the patient is under DEAR DR. GOTT: Are colitis and
Crohn's disease separate conditions
the care of specialists.
two stages of the same disease?
or
disdoctor
I am concerned that the
missed your question in such an DEAR READER: Colitis is a generinsensitive way. It's hard enough to al term referring to inflammation in
deal with a serious illness without the large intestine. This includes sevhaving to put up with a practitioner eral different diseases such as ulcerative colitis, acute infectious colitis,
who has a rotten attitude. You and pseudomembranous (clostridial) coliyour husband are entitled to competis, contraceptive-pill-induced colitis,
tent, caring and supportive medical ischemic
colitis - and Crohn's disease.
attention, not the kind of infantile
disease is a specific form of
Crohn's
tantrum exhibited by that doctor. I
think he owes you an apology. Send colitis, marked by severe inflammahim this column and see if he tion of the bowel wall, often involving
portions of the small intestine as well.
responds in a positive manner.
specific
To give you related information, I The cause is unknown and no
affliction.
the
cure
will
therapy
am sending you a copy of my Health
by
Report "Viruses and Cancer." Other (Patients can be greatly helpeddisreaders who would like a copy should medication, however.) Crohn'sfrom
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed, ease must be differentiated coltypes of
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, other, more easily treated
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY itis.
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: We have some
Murray City
kind of mite on our bodies we can't get
Schools Start
rid of. We've had the house fumigated,
used anti-mite lotion, put our clothes
Monday
in the freezer and boiled everything.
August 6
We finally went to a skin doctor who
told my husband to repeat five times

DEAR ABBY: What is this world
coming to? I live in an affluent
suburb of Boston, and commute by
subway to my job in the city. This
morning I boarded a full train and
took the last empty seat. Just as the
doors were closing, a blind woman
and her guide dog got on. I waited
about 10 seconds (count it, Abby —
it's a long time). No one offered the
woman a seat, so I gave her mine.
She graciously accepted.
What the woman couldn't see —
but everyone else on the train could
— is that I am e,ight months pregnant. For the next half-hour, I stood
with aching back and swollen
ankles, jerking and swaying with
every movement of the train, while
college kids and well-dressed executive types in their 30s watched,
sipped their coffee, read the sports
section and offered zilch.
A pregnant woman gives up her
seat on the train to a blind woman,
while everyone else sits contentedly? If their mothers only knew!
Sign me ...
ONE MONTH TO GO
IN HINGHAM, MASS.

every question my wife and I had.
When he was satisfied that all the
questions were answered, he asked
what I wanted from him. I said,
-Save my life." He immediately put
me on chemotherapy.
During the next five months,
when I visited his office, his staff
knew me by name, greeted me with
a smile, and were emotionally supportive. The nurses administering
the chemo were upbeat, encouraging and made me feel they cared
about me.
Being surrounded by positive
energy was extremely important to
my recovery. Attitude is a vital element in the recovery process.
Bless the doctors, nurses and
staff who helped me. They realized I
was a person, and more than a
printout of lab results.
A CANCER SURVIVOR,
NORTH HILL,CALIF.

DEAR SURVIVOR: I'm
pleased that your cancer treatment was successful. You were
wise to switch oncologists after
that first consultation. Not all
physicians have a good bedside
manner, but if they don't, the
smart ones hire support staff
that can create an atmosphere
that's warm, personal and reassuring to patients.
Medicine is not only a profession, but it is also a business.
And people in business must be
sensitive to customer relations
if they're going to be successfuL

Ten years ago
Roger Allan Herndon, 21, cadet
in his senior year at the United
States Military Academy at West
Point, N.Y., was killed in an airplane crash near New Paltz, NY., on
Aug. 2. He is the son of Woody and
Donna Herndon of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas V. Duncan
were married for 50 years Aug. 2.
Martha Covey and Cadelia Davis
are new officers of the Calloway
County Division of the American
Heart Association. Dana Billington,
Lou Crouch, Dave Hombach. Phyllis Huggins, Jana Hughes and Julie
Smith are new board members.
Twenty years ago
Kentucky Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr. has appointed Rainey Apperson
of Murray to the Citizens Advisory
Board and Robert W. Head, also of
Murray, to the Kentucky Arts
Council. They are two of 40 citizen
appointments to three boards in the
recently organized Kentucky Department of Arts.
Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Vaughn will
be married 50 years Aug. 12.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Flood, July
25.
Murray-Calloway Swim Team
walked away with first place at a
meet held at Mayfield.
Thirty years ago
Navy Ensign Stephen C. Ross.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross, was
commissioned to his present rank
upon graduation from Naval Officer
Candidate School, Newport, R.I.
Murray American Legion Team
won the First District Baseball
Tournament by winning over Paducah Chiefs 2 to 0 at Ty Holland

DEAR ONE MONTH TO GO:
If their mothers only knew?
Dear lady, if their mothers had
taken the time to teach them
manners and empathy for
others, someone in the passenger car would have given you a
seat.
If any of your fellow passengers were young women —
what goes around comes
around. As to the men — it
shows that living in wealthy
***
suburbs doesn't guarantee that
written by Pauline
is
Abby
Dear
the residents have class.
'Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
***
*5*
DEAR ABBY: I am currently in
my fourth month of survival following a fight with cancer.
When I was first diagnosed, I
CONTRACT BRIDGE
consulted an oncologist recommended by my general practitioner.
Even though the doctor was obviously not busy, I was kept waiting
1. You are declarer with the low suit, you next cash the K-A of
in a dark, quiet, depressing room.
a
When he finally did see me, he West hand at Four Hearts. North spades,then ruff a low spade with
Now
king
the
to
trump.
heart
high
a
A-K-Q
the
diamonds,
of
leads
hadn't reviewed my file. He didn't
call me by my first name or know South following suit, and shifts to allows you to discard two clubs on
the ten of clubs. You cover with the Q-10 ofspades, making the conmy test results. He made me feel the queen and win South's king tract whether the opposing spades
unimportant. I didn't go back.
with the ace. How would you are divided 3-3 or 4-2.
A second oncologist was recom- continue?
Of course, if the trumps turn out
mended. The difference was night
to be divided 4-1 or 5-0, you should
East
West
and day. This doctor performed all
4AQ1064 finish drawing them at once and
the tests himself. He answered 4K3
stake the outcome on a favorable
A K8
Q J 1042
•754
spade division.
•J 92
2. This is one of those cases
4Q 3
4A 7 6
2. You are declarer with the where making the contract is cerWest hand at Five Diamonds, tain regardless of how the oppoEti_corsnDie
and North leads a trump. South nents' cards are divided. All you
the ace and returns a trump, need to do is to prepare for the
takes
14.40w! I'VE NEVER SEEN DAGWOOO
GOT BI-ONDiE, ITS ME! I'VE DECIDED
following suit. How would possibility that North might have
North
TO GO WITH THE CORNED
FOCUSED
IT!!!
the king and queen of spades, and
you continue?
BEEF AND CABBAGE
,
1QAAT HIS
Focs
LOOK
that one opponent might have four
East
•
•
DINNER
West
INSTEAD
r'
OF SPAGi-IETTI
CONCENTRATION!
or more hearts headed by the queen.
+952
46 A J 10
• 1:3
You start by cashing the A-K of
IP A J 653
K4
•Q 92
clubs and K-A of hearts. Next you
J
K
•
10876
0.4tedL
L.
lead a spade from dummy,planning
+J10
+A K
***
to play the ten if South follows low.
mean
*SC%
NOW THAT'S
(If South produces the queen or
WHAT I'D LIKE
1.If you were to draw trumps king ofspades instead, your worries
TO SEE MORE
the outcome would depend are over,since you can win with the
now,
OF AROUND
HERE'
entirely upon winning four spade ace and concede a spade trick.)
9-5
Let's assume the ten of spades
tricks instead of the three that
are in plain view. The probability loses to the king or queen. In that
offinding the spades divided 3-3, case, North would hand you the
or either opponent with the single- contract if he returned either a
WITHOUT OWNERsH1P, THERE'S')
EVERYONE /HAKES PAYIF THIS COUNTRY'S GOING
r COES Akt4-1 ton or doubleton jack, is only spade or a club. If he leads a heart
MENTS ON EVERYTHING,
DOWN THE, DRAIN, IT'S
/40 RESPONSiBiLiri... WITHOUT
A TOUGH
ONE HAYE
instead, he cannot do so without
slightly better than even.
BECAUSE NOBODY OWNS
BUT NO ONE ACTUALLY
REsPONSIBILrN l810 COMMIT- SELL, BUT AN AN AsPIRIn)
establishing at least one heart trick
your
enhance
greatly
can
You
oWNS ANYTNNG I
ANYTHING ANY mORE
ENT WITHOUT 60/ABUTMENT,
IMPOSSIBLE
I CAN
the A-Q in dummy to take care of your other
cashing
first
by
chances
NO ROOTS... WITHOUT ROOTS,
LEASE.
BORROW?! of hearts. If both opponents fol- spade loser.
NO TREES . NO FORESTS..
No EARTH .. NO PEOPLE..MD
Tomorrow: Steppingstone to success.
WrTh NO PEOPLE MD No
02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
EARTH, WHAT'S THE POINT
Of HAWN& SORiE RPRICED
CROSSWORDS
NEW CAR IN THE GARAfa€ 771
38 Tidy
ACROSS
A
40 Born and —
Answer to Previous Puzzle
41 Attitude
1 Seaweed
(abbr.)
5 Financial
MS
LABDUFFRAMS
43 Football pos
help
44 Johnny Depp
BUOY
EYEau V E
8 March date
film
CI
E3E-r-rIE Ft cor W CD Ft S.E
12 Eager
S N
I NAROW CHI
45 Suffix
13 CBS senes
TSE
EE
the
of
Letters
47
14 Cream-filled
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wINTER,THE FAMILIES rHEy HAD PoRTASLE ONES, -They DIDN'T.
EARS Ac+o,THE NATIVE
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cookie
AF'RIL.7
MADE- FRom SKINS- AND THEIR spIRITs
PE_oPLE cAmPED HERE MOVED DOWN RIVER
49 Sundae
15 — Aviv
-THEN,cANvAs THE-y
ARE IN EVERy
THis is WHERE summER WHERE THE/
topping
16 Tranquil
ALSO MADE LOD6ES ANIMAL,EvERy Roo<
WOULD HuNT
F-ooDs WERE &RowN
51 Meadow
woman
Sp.
18
FROM
LoGe
TREE_
EVERk4
ANC)
-TRAP
AND
AND 6ATHE-RED
52 Tear
19 12 mos.
AND MOSSES
54 Goddess of
20 'Anything
healing
—"
55 Seven days
21 And so —
56 Biblical name
23 Negative
57 Deputy
prefix
(abbr.)
24 Give up
58 Sleeping
26 A — - —
8-3 C 2001 United Feature Syndicate
quarters
situation
28 Easy gait
20 Money (sl
6 Wife of Osiris
DOWN
29 Family room
22 Compass pt
7 Roman 549
30 Hawaiian
25 Playwright
8 Maiden loved
1
Jurado
—
wreath
Henrik —
by Zeus
Common
2
32 Final
26 Recent
Med
9
person
33 - -abiding
27 Poem by
personnel
3 "Diamond
citizen
Homer
GAFIVIE.L_CO
10 Strangeness
—"
34 Head of the
28 Cotton St
11 Glide through
4
Lawmatter
29 Male parent
the air
enforcement
35 One (Scot.)
AND THEN
o- I KISSED
I WALKED MY
31 Possessive
—
of
Filet
16
org
36 Coal scuttle
WHAT
t HER HAND...
DATE TO HER DOOR
pronoun
d
bi
Diving
17
Performed
5
37 Insensitive
HAPPENED 9
33 Parcel of land
34 Matured
119 10 11
5 6 7
1 2 3 4
AND THEN
36 Witches
HAPPENED?
WHAT
37 — -dusting
14
13
39 Teutonic deity
12IUU
0
40 — Out (say
18
17
ill
15
suddenly)
41 Rabbit
23
19
42 Three (Sp
illUUU
44 Prison
27
(military
slang)
31
30
28
45 U S army
surgeon
32
Walter —
46 Loud laughs
35
48 Nahoor
sheep
THERE'S TALK
50 Cry of
affirmation
601N6 AROUNO
ill ,
on,
51 Sheltered
THAT I5HOut.DN'1'
LET .01)OattiNATE
place
ME
53 Daphne —
Mauner
dill.
55 TV network
s4 1
52
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Field, Murray. Randy Oliver of
Murray struck out 16 Paducah hitters.
Serving as officers of the Kirksey School unit of Parent-Teacher
Association are Mrs. Rudy Lovett,
Mrs. Harold Fones, Mrs. Edward
Willie and Mrs. Charles Coleman.
Forty years ago
Graduation ceremonies for 13
women of the 1961 Nurses-Aide
Program Class at Murray Hospital
were held in the dining room of the
hospital. Speakers were Bernard
Harvey, administrator, Carl Kingins, vice chairman of the board of
directors, Elaine Harvey, nursing
instructor, and Lucille ross, director
of nursing.
Eddie Lee Grogan of Murray
High School, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Grogan, attended a week-long
Drum Major and Pep Squad School
held at the University of Mississippi,.0xford.
Mr. and Mrs. Blanch Henson
will be married 50 years Aug. 5.
Fifty years ago
Pfc. Chester Pritchett, 24. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Pritchett of
Dexter. has been reported killed in
action on June 26 in Korea. He
joined the Army in 1950, took his
basic training at Fort Knox and left
for overseas duty April 1, 1951.
Gingles Wallis, pharmacist and
owner of Wallis Drugs, has been
appointed as a member of the board
of the Murray Electric System..
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Leu, July 30.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Brandon, July 31.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday. Aug. 3, the
215th day of 2001. There are 150
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On A-ug. 3, 1492, Christopher
Columbus set 'sail from Palos.
Spain, on a voyage that took him to
the present-day Americas.
On this date:
In 1914, Germany declared war
on France.
In 1921, baseball commissioner
Kenesaw Mountain Landis refused
to reinstate the former Chicago
White Sox players implicated in the
"Black Sox" scandal, despite their
acquittals in a jury trial.
In 1923. Calvin Coolidge was
sworn in as the 30th president of
the United States, following the
death of Warren G. Harding.
In 1936, the State Department
urged Americans in Spain to leave
because of that country's civil war.
In 1949. the National Basketball
Association was formed.
In 1958, the nuclear-powered
submarine Nautilus became the
first vessel to cross the North Pole
underwater.
In 1980, closing ceremonies
were held in Moscow for the Summer Olympic Games, which had
been boycotted by dozens of countries. including the United States.
One year ago: George W. Bush
accepted the Republican presidential nomination at the party's convention in Philadelphia, presenting
himself as an outsider who would
' to
return "civility and respect.
Washington politics.
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Burger King recalls
almost 3 million toys
MIAMI(AP)— Burger King has ' Burger King has received 18
announced a voluntary nationwide reports of the toys breaking. They
recall of 2.6 million kid's toys were offered in Kids Meals for
because they are potentially haz- children under three years old.
The Consumer Product Safety
ardous to children.
The fast-food giant warned par- Commission joined Burger King in
ents Tuesday to take the "Look For making the announcement. Burger
Me Bumble Bee" and "Hourglass King and the Commission did not
Space Sprout" toys away from kids immediately return phone mesand return them for a free, replace- sages left by The Associated Press.
The recall is the second time in
ment toy.
months that the problem has
four
There have been no injuries or
on the new line of toys
focused
but
deaths associated with the toys,
under the company's new
designed
voluntarily
Burger King decided to
program that started
design
toddler
recall the toys after an independent
January.
in
distribution
break
could
they
consultant found
"We guard the safety and wellinto small pieces, posing.a choking
of our customers very seribeing
hazard to children.

King
Burger
ously," said
spokesman Chris Clouser. "We
believe this is an appropriate precautionary move."
King
March, Burger
In
announced it was recalling
400,000 "Rattling, Paddling
Riverboat" toys it distributed
nationwide between Jan. 15 and
Feb. 13 because they posed a choking hazard.
The company last year recalled
toy Pokemon balls after a 13month-old California girl suffocated on the toy and a 4-month-old
Indianapolis boy died when the
ball-shaped container lodged over
his mouth and nose.

Bush
nominates
three federal
judgeships

COMPLETED INTERNSHIP...U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.
announced that Kelley Travis recently completed an internship
in his Washington. D.C. office. Travis served as the press intern
in McConnell's office for the first Summer 2001 session. The
daughter of David and Vickie Travis of Murray, she will begin her
senior year at Georgetown College this fall where she is pursuing an English major.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
President Bush nominated U.S.
Sen. Jim Bunning's son for a federal judgeship on Thursday, one of
his three choices to fill seats on the
bench in the eastern half of
Kentucky.
David Bunning, 35, an assistant
U.S. attorney for 10 years, was
nominated along with Lexington
attorneys Karen Caldwell, 45 and
Danny Reeves, 44.
Caldwell is a former U.S. attorney who prosecuted a scandal that
shook the General Assembly nearly
a decade ago. Reeves is in private
practice in Lexington.
Mitch
Sens.
Republican
McConnell and Jim Bunning said
the three nominees fit Bush's
image of judges. The senators said
they would push for speedy confirmation by the Senate, which shifted recently to Democratic control.
"All three of these candidates
perfectly fit the model that the
president has said he wants to follow in filling judicial vacancies —
competent, qualified individuals
who will firmly apply the law, and
who will interpret the Constitution,
not try to rewrite it," McConnell
and Bunning said in a joint statement.
"They will do an excellent job
administering justice in Kentucky."
The senators' one-page statement
did not mention David Bunning's
relationship to Jim Bunning, the
state's junior senator who will be
seeking re-election in 2004.
Neither David Bunning nor his
father returned calls seeking comment.
Bush's choice of David Bunning
drew sharp criticism from a
spokeswoman for the state
Democratic Party, who wondered if
Jim Bunning's staunchly conservative views might be reflected in the
son's rulings.
One might wonder if Bush is
trying to legislate from the bench
by appointing a family member of
someone whose views we consider
extreme," said Susan Dixen,
spokeswoman for the state party.
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